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Advantis is a multi-application operating system
based on international EMV Chip Technology standards.

Its Maxims are: Flexibility and Reliability
Flexibility
MULTI-APPLICATION MULTI-BRAND MULTI-INTERFACE MULTI-PROVIDER
Credit/Debit
Transport
PKI
Identification
Epurse
...

Domestic
International
• Visa
• MasterCard

Contactless
Contact

Various Chip Manufacturers
Global and Local Card Manufacturers
Multitude of Personalization Companies
...

Strong American and European presence, being the absolute leaders in Latin America and Spain. We
collaborate with the main world class industry suppliers.

100 % Reliability
•

From the beginning in the 90s, there hasn´t been any incident whatsoever regarding, neither
security nor operability.

More than 700 MM Cards issued with Advantis Technology worldwide, equivalent to 10% of the mass of Chip
Cards issued in the world. Over 20 years of experience in payments, and leading the EMV migration in many
countries.

ServiRed is the leading payment scheme in Spain and a
strong international provider of EMV technology in service of
the financial industry.

For further information
www.servired.es
dn@servired.es

Securing
mobile life.

Creating Confidence.

Giesecke & Devrient has been developing security solutions for over 160 years. As the world has

advanced, we’ve kept pace. Today, we are a world leader in pioneering technologies that secure how people pay, communicate,
and authenticate. Our solutions, products, and services range from innovative hardware and software to end-to-end solutions
for EMV, NFC and TSM, SIM and Device Management, LTE, Mobile Authentication, HCE, Subscription Management and M2M.
Get to know us at www.gi-de.com.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S LETTER

A MESSAGE FROM RANDY VANDERHOOF

Moving Full Steam Ahead
Each month my Executive Director’s letter allows me a forum for personal observations about what I see happening across the industries our members care about.
Looking back at my letters, I noticed I’ve used quite a few nautical themes in 2014
to describe the triumphs and setbacks for the smart card industry. While the sea
and sailing don’t appear to have much relevance to smart cards on the surface, their
phrases are compatible to highlight the active movement within smart card technology and the ecosystem. As I sum up 2014, another nautical term, “hand over
fist,” best describes the activity across our industry. It means moving quickly and
continuously which has definitely been evident in our payments, mobile, and access
security markets.
The six Industry Councils are what keeps our membership united and our individual members engaged. We closed out 2014 with 577 individuals from 116 member
organizations involved in the councils. It is through their participation and willingness to share information that we have had such a successful year. Council members have also embraced cross council collaboration at a time when convergence of
technology and applications, especially around mobile, are everywhere. Through
collaborating with other councils or outside groups and producing white papers, our councils offer immeasurable value.
The Smart Card Alliance organization commits itself to keep members informed, and so we have assembled a strong pipeline to communicate news and information to you. The daily news digests, monthly and quarterly newsletters, specialized
newsletters for our LEAP, CSCIP and CSEIP recipients, and our website, kept updated with fresh material, are strong member
benefits.
The conferences and webinars we produced in 2014 touched every vertical market and allowed our collective industry knowledge and market awareness to extend beyond the edges of the organization, while letting in fresh new insights from top
industry leaders to be absorbed by our own members. The 2014 calendar year began with the Payments Summit, in Salt Lake
City, at the truly Grand America Hotel. In June, we held the NFC Solutions Summit in Austin, Texas where the industry buzz
around Host Card Emulation (HCE) was the catalyst for vigorous discussions with NFC specialists, mobile operators, and
security experts.
Prior to our annual Government Conference in October, we held a special one day Government Celebration event in July to
commemorate the 10th anniversary of HSPD-12. This event was a prelude to the 13th Annual Government Conference held in
late October, which featured the federal government’s expanding vision of FICAM to defend against cybersecurity attacks as
well as protect its physical infrastructure.
In June 2014, our federal government called on the Smart Card Alliance to conduct a training and certification program
for access control system installers and engineers to better protect our nation’s federal buildings by properly installing PKIenabled systems using strict FIPS 201 standards and using PIV cards for secure access. Within sixty days, the new training
program, called CSEIP, the Smart Card Alliance Certified System Engineer ICAM PACS, held its first class and is the only
training recognized and approved by the GSA. This complements the LEAP and CSCIP certification training that began six
years ago.
To conclude this year-end wrap up letter, it is a privilege to oversee the teamwork among the Smart Card Alliance’s 220 committed organizations, individuals, and Alliance staff as they oversee the changes and opportunities happening “hand over
fist” as we look ahead to 2015. I hope that this edition of the 2014 Annual Review provides you with valuable insight into
all that our community of industry leaders has accomplished this year, and gives you some perspective into what lies ahead.
Randy Vanderhoof
Executive Director
Smart Card Alliance
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Strong Staff Provides Backbone
for Successful Projects
As I complete the first year of my second term as Chairman of the
Board of Directors, I see nothing but opportunity for the Smart
Card Alliance, an organization that has clearly established itself
as the go-to, objective industry resource. A review of 2014 must
begin by thanking the entire staff of the Smart Card Alliance for
their steadfast contribution to keeping the wheels of the Alliance
turning. The small, hard-working staff thrives under Randy Vanderhoof ’s leadership. We are fortunate to have Randy continue to
serve as executive director of our fine organization.
The Smart Card Alliance continues to evolve into a mature organization, and as such, growth in terms of membership and revenue has slowed. But like any business, key events in the marketplace present future opportunities. Over the last year, there were
several of those key events, such as major data breaches of companies who were actually doing a “good”
job of protecting customer data. And now that the Apple iPhone 6 has NFC capabilities, and the Apple Pay
service was announced, the accumulated knowledge and work of the Alliance will be leveraged even more.
Any time security technologies are discussed both in government and private industry, the Alliance is
consulted for information, statistics and other valuable resources. The changing landscape in government
ID, continued data breaches in all industry sectors, and the reenergizing of mobile payments will keep the
Smart Card Alliance and the EMV Migration Forum active.
The EMV Migration Forum, their Working Committees, and the Alliance Councils continue to generate
“products” at a feverish pace that make the Smart Card Alliance relevant in the market. Among the most
exciting initiatives for the Alliance in 2014 was our agreement with GSA to provide training and certification for system engineers who set up and test enterprise physical access control systems (EPACS) to align
with government-wide specifications. This new program, approved by the GSA, is called CSEIP, and has
already certified a number of engineers. I look at the agreement with GSA as recognizing what the Alliance does best – disseminate smart card related information and training in an fair and impartial manner.
Driving all of these activities and corresponding events is stretching the staff quite thin, so we will continue
to add necessary staff at a measured pace to support the many initiatives. I would like to point out the economic value of the deliverables the Alliance creates. Think about all of the hours each participant invests in
Council and EMV Migration Forum projects. Then attach a per-hour dollar value. If an individual company were to pay for such projects, there is no way a body of knowledge such as that of the Alliance would
be available to the market. And most of all, the deliverables are objective and unbiased.
Over the last year, we have achieved some major accomplishments. I am honored to chair the board,
another tireless group of individuals who work many hours in addition to their own day jobs. The board’s
strategic guidance has allowed Randy and his team to reach milestones and work with a collective mindset
to produce programs that benefit Alliance members and the entire smart card industry.
So, I would like to thank all of the members for supporting this fantastic organization and allowing your
delegates to participate and contribute in Alliance activities. Because, as I mentioned before, without the
contribution of the industry, the Smart Card Alliance would not be able to deliver the value the market and
membership have come to expect.
Willy Dommen
Senior Manager
Accenture
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

A MESSAGE FROM WILLY DOMMEN

ALLIANCE MANAGEMENT

Left to right: Kristin Krebs, Jaclyn Sauvé, Cathy Medich, Debra Marshall, Randy Vanderhoof, Lars Suneborn, and Bill Rutledge.
Not pictured: Edgar Betts, Nicole Lauzon and Shelbey Votapek

RANDY VANDERHOOF

Executive Director
rvanderhoof@smartcardalliance.org
Randy Vanderhoof is the Executive Director of the Smart Card Alliance. The Smart
Card Alliance is a not-for-profit, multiindustry association of over 200 member
firms working to accelerate the widespread
acceptance of smart card technology in
North America and Latin America. In addition to his leadership role with the Smart
Card Alliance, in August 2012 he became
the Director of the EMV Migration Forum,
an independent, cross-industry organization established to support the alignment
of global payment networks, regional
payment networks, issuers, processors,
merchants, and consumers to successfully
move from magnetic stripe technology to
secure EMV contact and contactless technology in the United States.
Prior to joining the Smart Card Alliance,
he was with IBM Global Smart Card Solutions. From 2000 to 2001, he was Vice
President Business Development with
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First Access, Inc. a developer of contactless
smart card technology for network access
security and authentication. From 1995
to 2000, he worked at Schlumberger (now
Gemalto) as Market Segment Manager,
Campus Solutions supporting the development and marketing of smart card–based
identification and payment systems.

Prior to joining the Smart Card Alliance,
Edgar was the Executive Director and CoFounder of the Smart Card Division for
Integra Group Corporation, responsible
for the promotion, distribution, and implementation of smart card and RFID solutions for the Central American and Caribbean markets.

Randy is a graduate of Saint Joseph’s University in Philadelphia, PA with a BS in
Management Marketing. He received his
MBA from Rider University in Lawrenceville, NJ.

In 2007, the Junior Chamber International
(JCI) of Panama recognized Edgar with
“The Outstanding Young Persons of the
World” (TOYP) award under the category
of Science & Technology Development. In
2010, “Capital Financiero” also recognized
him in their list of the 40 most influential
people under 40.

EDGAR BETTS

Associate Director, Smart Card Alliance
Latin America & the Caribbean
ebetts@smartcardalliance.org
Edgar Betts came to the Alliance in March
2005 to help develop and complete the
Market Development Cooperator Program
(MDCP) grant for Latin America issued by
the International Trade Administration to
the Alliance.

KRISTIN KREBS

Conference Services Coordinator
kkrebs@smartcardalliance.org
Kristin Krebs is responsible for supporting the conference logistics for the Smart
Card Alliance and EMV Migration Forum.
Before joining the Smart Card Alliance in

2012, Kristin worked in a range of positions, including Advertising Coordinator at
Caldor, Executive Assistant at ASML, Executive Assistant & Division Event Planner
at Scholastic Inc. Kristin graduated from
Katherine Gibbs College.

NICOLE LAUZON

Membership
nlauzon@smartcardalliance.org
Nicole Lauzon is responsible for membership management and database support for
both the Smart Card Alliance and EMV
Migration Forum. A 2005 graduate of
Douglass College at Rutgers University, she
joined the Alliance in 2009.

DEBRA MARSHALL

Manager, Communications
dmarshall@smartcardalliance.org
Debbie’s responsibilities include effectively
identifying goals to align positioning and
messaging into seamless communications
for the association and its member companies. Debbie develops, edits and maintains
all Alliance printed materials, including
monthly and quarterly newsletters, the Annual Review, website content, membership
kits and other written communications and
programs. She also is responsible for communications for the EMV Migration Forum, writing announcements and updates
on the Forum, coordinating content on the
EMV Connection website, and managing
the communications for EMV meetings.
Debbie spent the bulk of her career at
Comcast, where she served as the Regional
Director of Communications. She began
her career working for a newspaper and
has worked for Fortune 50 companies,
advertising agencies and non-profit organizations. Prior to joining the Smart Card
Alliance, she served as consultant for Pershing/Bank of New York Mellon, Siemen’s,

and the Public Relations Society (PRSA)
of America. Debbie graduated cum laude
with a B.A. in Communications from Seton
Hall University.

CATHY MEDICH

Director, Strategic Programs
cmedich@smartcardalliance.org
Cathy Medich is Director of Strategic Programs for the EMV Migration Forum and
the Smart Card Alliance. In this role, she
manages strategic marketing and industry
initiatives and directs industry council and
working committee activities. Cathy has
over 20 years of experience in marketing
and strategic planning for technology businesses, including consulting engagements
or positions with Hewlett-Packard, VeriSign, VeriFone and CommerceNet. Cathy
has B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science from
M.I.T. and an M.B.A. from the Wharton
Graduate School.

BILL RUTLEDGE
Events Consultant
bill@cnxtd.com

Bill has over 23 years of experience in all
aspects of international business event media management. He has been involved in
the launch and development of over 110
different conferences, trade shows, custom events, and virtual events. In addition
to events he has developed for the Smart
Card Alliance, Bill has presented events for
TSCP, Elsevier, atsec, The Cryptographic
Module Users Forum, Wiley-Blackwell,
Advantage Business Media, Reed Business
Information, and SourceMedia.
Bill was previously group director for Access Intelligence, (fka Chemical Week),
Penton Media, and United Business Media
(fka Miller Freeman). He is a graduate of
New York University’s certificate program

in Business Media, and has a B.A. in comparative literature from University of California-Santa Cruz.

JACLYN SAUVÉ

Manager, Conference Services
jsauve@smartcardalliance.org
Jaclyn Sauvé is currently the Manager of
Conference Services for the Smart Card Alliance and EMV Migration Forum, leading
the logistic support team responsible for
all conference operations. In addition, Jaci
supports each conference program committee as a speaker liaison and the Sales
and Marketing staff by managing all Exhibitor and Sponsor communications.
Before joining the Smart Card Alliance in
2011, Jaci worked for 14 years in a diverse
range of positions, including Director of
Field Sales Administration & Division
Event Planner at Scholastic Inc., Database
Administrator / Event Coordinator / Marketing Assistant at Eschenbach Optik and
Multimedia Coordinator at Danbury Hospital.
Jaci holds a degree in Communications /
Media with a concentration in video production from Western Connecticut State
University.

LARS R. SUNEBORN, CSCIP/G,
CSEIP
Director, Training Programs
lsuneborn@smartcardalliance.org

Before joining the Smart Card Alliance in
2014, Lars enjoyed a 30+ year career in the
security industry, where he is recognized
as a physical access control system (PACS)
subject matter leader. A frequent speaker,
Lars is often specifically requested by name
for specialized training requirements. He
has developed and conducted customized, agency specific week-long training
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courses and courseware as well as trainthe-trainer activities for a wide variety of
U.S., Canadian and British security agencies at facilities worldwide. He also actively
promoted smart card, biometric and PKI
cryptographic technologies as vital components in overall system designs for highrisk, high-security facilities nationally and
internationally, and guided U.S. agencies in
their efforts to achieve HSPD-12/ FICAM
compliance.
A former chairman of the Smart Card Alliance Access Control Council, Lars previously served in various capacities with
HIRSCH Electronics and Oberthur Technologies, where his numerous achievements included developing, with the
Department of Treasury and IT/Security,
the concept and implementation plan for
nationwide enterprise PACS network for
700+ locations.

SHELBEY VOTAPEK

Communications Consultant
svotapek@smartcardalliance.org
Shelbey joined the Smart Card Alliance in
2013, where she manages member communications and assists on various projects for
both the Smart Card Alliance and the EMV
Migration Forum. Prior to becoming a
consultant with the Alliance, Shelbey was a
Product Development manager for Verizon
Wireless, responsible for an annual revenue
of over $500 million. She has also spent
time as an Interactive Marketing manager
for Realogy Corporation and worked for
Comcast and Comcast Spotlight.
Shelbey has a Master’s of Business Administration from Centenary College and a
bachelor’s degree in International Business
and Marketing from Fairfield University.
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Board of Directors
2013- 2014 EXECUTIVE BOARD

Chair: Willy Dommen, Accenture
Vice Chair: Garfield Smith, Oberthur Technologies
Treasurer: Brian Russell, Giesecke & Devrient
Assistant Treasurer: Brian Stein, CH2M Hill
Secretary: Greg Garback, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Assistant Secretary: Michael Nash, Xerox
Technology Vice Chair: Neville Pattinson, Gemalto

2013-2014 DIRECTORS

David Batchelor, LifeMed ID, Inc.
Troy Bernard, Discover Financial Services
Kirk Brafford, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
Allen Friedman, Ingenico
Bob Gilson, U.S. Department of Defense/Defense Manpower Data Center
Simon Hurry, Visa, Inc.
Oliver Manahan, MasterCard Worldwide
Arnaud Moser, Infineon Technologies
Scott Rau, Chase Card Services
Kelly Urban, First Data Corporation

2014-2015 EXECUTIVE BOARD

Chair: Willy Dommen, Accenture
Vice Chair: Garfield Smith, Oberthur Technologies
Treasurer: Brian Russell, Giesecke & Devrient
Assistant Treasurer: Brian Stein, CH2M Hill
Secretary: Greg Garback, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
Assistant Secretary: Michael Nash, Xerox
Technology Vice Chair: Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton

2014-2015 DIRECTORS

David Batchelor, LifeMed ID, Inc
Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Troy Bernard, Discover Financial Services
Kirk Brafford, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Allen Friedman, Ingenico
Bob Gilson, U.S. Department of Defense/Defense Manpower Data Center
Simon Hurry, Visa, Inc.
Jack Jania, Gemalto
Oliver Manahan, MasterCard Worldwide
Scott Rau, Chase Card Services
Kelly Urban, First Data Corporation

MEMBERSHIP LIST
3M Cogent, Inc.
A LA CARD Marketing and Consulting
Services Limited
ABnote North America
Accenture, LLP
ACI Worldwide, Inc.
ACT Canada
Advanced Card Systems, Ltd. – SCALA
Advanced Card Systems, Ltd.
Airbus Defense & Space
Allegion
AMAG Technology, Inc.
American Express
American Express – SCALA
AMF Medios Transaccionales S.A. – SCALA
Apriva
Argotechno
Arjowiggins Security – SCALA
AT&T Mobility Services LLC
Athena Smartcard Solutions Inc.
Autoridad Nacional Para La Innovacion
Gubernamental (AIG) – SCALA
Bank of America
Bank Solutions Group
Banrisul S.A. – SCALA
Bell Identification B.V.
Benefit Resource, Inc.
BetterBuyDesign
Blackboard Inc.
Booz Allen Hamilton
CA Technologies
Capgemini USA Inc.
CertiPath Inc.
CH2M HILL
CHARGE Anywhere LLC – SCALA
Chase Card Services
Chicago Transit Authority
Clear2Pay
Computer Science Corp (CSC)
Consult Hyperion – SCALA
Consult Hyperion
Core Quality Service, S.A. – SCALA
CorFire
CPI Card Group
Cryptography Research, Inc.
Cryptomathic Inc
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc. – SCALA
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.
Czech Technical University in Prague
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)
Datacard Group
Datacard Group – SCALA
Datawatch Systems, Inc.
Defense Manpower Data Center
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Department of Homeland Security
Department of the Interior
DeviceFidelity, Inc.
Diebold Security
Direccion General Del Registro Civil –
SCALA
Discover Financial Services
DVN Technology Ltd.
EFT Source, Inc.
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Eid Passport Inc.
ENTRUST
Equinox Payments
ESQ – SCALA
Euro Tech Sales LLC
Evertec Latino America S.A. – SCALA
Exponent, Inc.
FEITIAN Technologies Co., Ltd.
FIME America
First Data Corp. – SCALA
First Data Corp.
FIS
Fiserv
Fundacton Instituto De Ingeneria – SCALA
Galitt US
Gallagher North America
Gemalto – SCALA
Gemalto
General Services Administration
Georgetown University - UIS - Facilities &
Safety Control Systems
Giesecke & Devrient
Giesecke y Devrient de Mexico – SCALA
Global Enterprise Technologies Corp
(GET Group)
Global Enterprise Technologies Corp
(GET Group) – SCALA
Heartland Payment Systems
Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Services, LLC
HID Global – SCALA
HID Global
Hillsborough Transit Authority
iAll-Tech
ICMA
Identification Technology Partners, Inc.
Identiv
IDmachines LLC
ImageWare Systems, Inc.
InComm
Infineon Technologies
Ingenico, North America
Init Innovations in Transportation
Initiative for Open Authentication
INSIDE Secure
Instituto Federal De Acceso a La
Informacion Y Proteccion De Datos –
SCALA
Instituto Nacional De Tecnologia Da
Informacao - ITI – SCALA
Integrated Security Technologies, Inc.
Intel
IntelCav – SCALA
Intelligent Parking Concepts LLC
Inter American Development Bank – SCALA
Interac Association/Acxsys Corporation
Intercede Limited
Invoke Technologies
IPS Group, Inc.
IQ Devices
IT Security Services – SCALA
ITN International
Jack Henry Processing Solutions
JCB International Credit Card Co., Ltd.
KONA I, Ltd.

Leidos, Inc.
Lenel Systems International
LGAI Technological Center S.A.
(Applus+ Laboratories)
LifeMed ID, Inc.
LTK Engineering Services
Magnetic Ticket & Label Corp
Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority
MasterCard Worldwide – SCALA
MasterCard Worldwide
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Morpho (Safran)
MorphoTrust
MTA New York City Transit
Multos International PTE LTD
NACHA - The Electronic Payments
Association
Nagra ID – SCALA
Nagra ID Security
NASA
National Institute of Standards and
Technology
NBS Technologies, Inc.
NXP Semiconductors
NXP Semiconductors – SCALA
Oahu Transit Services, Inc.
Oberthur Technologies – SCALA
Oberthur Technologies
Oficina Nacional De Tecnologias De
Informacion (ONTI) – SCALA
OTI – SCALA
OTI America
Panama Canal Authority – SCALA
Paragon Application Systems
Port Authority of NY/NJ
Port Authority Transit Corporation
PPG Industries, Inc.
Primax
Prime Factors, Inc.
Probaris, Inc.
Q-Card Company
Quantum Secure Inc.
Raak Technologies
Ready Credit Corporation
Redeban Multicolor S.A. – SCALA
Regional Transportation Authority
Regions Bank
Registro Publico de Panama – SCALA
Roehr Consulting
SafeNet, Inc.
Safran Morpho – SCALA
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District (BART)
SAIC - Science Applications International
Corporation
Scheidt & Bachmann USA
Secure Missions Solutions, Inc.
SecureKey Technologies
Sertracen – SCALA
Servired, S.A. – SCALA
Servired, Sociedad Espanola de
Medios de Pago, S.A.
SHAZAM

Smartrac N.V.
Smartrac Technology Group – SCALA
Société De Transport De Montréal
Softcard
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA)
SPX Genfare
Stanley Black & Decker
STMicroelectronics
Superintendencia De Bancos De Panama –
SCALA
Tecnica Comercial Vilsa, S.A. DE C.V. –
SCALA
Telered, S.A. – SCALA
Thales

The State Government of Chihiuahua
Mexico – SCALA
The Utah Transit Authority
Tiempo
TransLink
TS1 Solutions, Inc.
TSYS
Tyco Software House
Tyfone
U.S. Department of State
U.S. Department of Transportation/
Volpe Center
U.S. Government Printing Office
Ultra Electronics Card Systems – SCALA
Ultra Electronics Card Systems
Underwriters Laboratories (UL)

United Services Automobile Association
Valid USA
Vantiv
VeriFone, Inc.
VeriFone, Inc. – SCALA
Visa, Inc. – SCALA
Visa, Inc.
Vix Technology
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA)
Watchdata Technologies – SCALA
Watchdata Technologies Pte Ltd
Wells Fargo
Xerox
XTec, Incorporated
As of October 15, 2014

Leadership Council
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Membership Benefits

Your membership dollars support the council initiatives, networking meetings and industry events, web site development,
marketing programs, newsletters, Educational Institute workshops, industry advocacy and media outreach efforts that all
contribute to the growth of the smart card industry in North
and Latin America.
Our strategy for the coming year is to continue to engage the
many diverse aspects of our industry and to strive to bring
together the providers of the technology and the users of the
technology in a friendly, open community.

As a not–for–profit, membership organization, the Smart Card
Alliance mission is to accelerate the widespread adoption, usage, and application of smart card technology in North and
Latin America by bringing together users and technology providers in an open forum to address opportunities and challenges for our industry. This balance makes the Smart Card Alliance
a unique place where users, issuers and suppliers meet to exchange ideas, discuss common issues and work together to develop and expand the use of all types
of integrated circuit “chip” cards and
alternative smart card technology
form factors in the Americas. Mem99 Alliance meetings and conferences
bers come from all industry sectors,
99 Company visibility
including financial, retail, transit,
99 Information, research and education
corporate, government, healthcare
and mobile, along with the technol99 Support for standards and industry interoperability
ogy and solution providers that ser99 Outreach to government and commercial organizations
vice these sectors.
99 Innovative ways of approaching common business goals

99 Professional development
14 Smart Card Alliance

A true open payments system that’s
easy to integrate.
Our open payments solution reduces operating costs, enhances data collection and decisionmaking, and makes it easier for riders to get around. The underlying technology is nonproprietary, taking advantage of open standards, open architecture and COTS hardware and
software. We incorporate strong risk management protocols and real time account balances,
protecting agencies’ revenues, while extending the security, speed and convenience of contactless
retail transactions to transit.

We’re proud to be delivering the New Payments Technology (NPT) system to
the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA).
Scan the QR Code below to find out more about this project.

www.xerox.com/transportation
©2013 Xerox Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Xerox® and Xerox and Design® are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. BR8083
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2014
MEMBER
SURVEY

REPORT ON MEMBER
SATISFACTION AND VALUE
OF ALLIANCE ACTIVITIES

Satisfaction with Smart Card Alliance activities continues to be high, with strong
increase in overall satisfaction and high
satisfaction for many activities. We had
140 members from 77 member organizations (45.8% of all member organizations)
respond to our June 2014 survey.

MEMBER SATISFACTION
As with previous years, we ask members
to give us a numeric score between 0-99 to
gauge overall satisfaction, with 90-99 indicating high satisfaction; 80-89 indicating
satisfaction; 70-79 indicating low satisfaction, with improvement needed; and 0-69
indicating dissatisfaction.
This year our average satisfaction rating
was 87.0, an increase from 2013’s 85.7 rating and the highest overall rating since
2007. Satisfaction is good across all member categories, with 91.0% of members rating the Alliance above 80.

“The Smart Card Alliance allows for a variety of venues to
share and learn from industry leading experts, customers, competitors and consultants regarding the rapidly
evolving smart card industry across various markets.”
— Jim Ellis, CEO
ABnote, Custom Card Systems

In addition to the composite satisfaction
rating, the survey asked members to rate
satisfaction with a variety of Alliance activities and programs. A scale of one to five
was used, with five the highest satisfaction.
Our overall rating for all activities was 4.05;
activities with ratings over 4 included:
• 2014 Payments Summit
• White papers and reports
• 2013 Member Meeting
• 2013 Government Conference
• Industry council participation
• EMV Connection web site
• Smart Card Alliance public and
members-only web sites
• 2014 NFC Solutions Summit
• Quarterly newsletter and monthly
Alliance Member News Bulletins

VALUE OF ALLIANCE
ACTIVITIES
Council deliverables, Alliance communications and Alliance events had high value
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“So far, everything the Alliance has to offer has been very well
done and educational for someone fairly new to the industry.”
ratings. Activities rated as highest value in
the 2014 survey were:
• White papers, reports and resources
• Smart Card Alliance website resources
– public and member sites; EMV
Connection
• Email announcements about Alliance
events
• Conferences: complimentary and
discounted registration; speaking
opportunities
• Industry council participation and
deliverables

— Reneil Magday, Field Application Engineer
Allegion

BENEFITS OF ALLIANCE
MEMBERSHIP
Member responses on top benefits of Alliance membership echoed the survey value
ratings – reinforcing the importance of the
Smart Card Alliance events and industry
collaboration activities. Top benefits mentioned in the 2014 survey were:
• Networking
• Industry education and information
• Staying abreast of industry news, status
and trends
• Leadership and visibility in the
industry

itors and consultants regarding the rapidly
evolving smart card industry across various
markets.”

Benefits in the words of a few members included:

INDUSTRY COUNCIL
INVOLVEMENT

“The organization and management of information coming through the Smart Card
Alliance is excellent. The Smart Card Alliance always keeps things moving forward
and highlights the right things at the right
time. The Smart Card Alliance is forward
thinking and forward looking.”

Over 70% of survey respondents reported
that they participate in one or more industry councils, with our Payments, Mobile
and NFC, and Access Control Council
members strongly represented in this year’s
survey. Overall satisfaction for Council
activities increased again in 2014, with an
overall rating of 4.26 and “very satisfied”
ratings in all categories.

“The member councils are extremely valuable to me and my business as they provide
a focused forum for in-depth research and
discussion on key topics that directly impact what I do.”
“The Smart Card Alliance allows for a variety of venues to share and learn from industry leading experts, customers, compet-

“The Smart Card Alliance staff succeeds in their strong efforts
to connect with Alliance members - thank you!”
— Norman Kort, Manager Electrical Engineering Group
Cubic® Transportation Systems, Inc.

IMPORTANT INDUSTRY ISSUES
The most important industry issues noted
in this year’s survey are consistent with
those we’ve seen in the past few years. The
use of mobile devices across all applications

– payment, access control, transit – and
new mobile technologies like Host Card
Emulation (HCE) were the most important
topics in this year’s survey (25 responses).
EMV followed this with 20 responses and
transit with 10 responses.
The industry councils were established
to work on key industry issues, with survey responses providing important input
into their planning. Smart Card Alliance
members are also able to take advantage of
membership fee discounts to join the EMV
Migration Forum, our affiliated organization focused on EMV migration in the U.S.
The EMV Migration Forum is working on
a variety of projects to address technical
and/or communications challenges for U.S.
migration and welcomes new members.
We thank everyone who responded to the
2014 member survey! The survey provides
extremely valuable input in developing
plans for the coming year.
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MEMBER PROFILES
Each quarter, we profile a Leadership Council member company in our Smart Card Talk industry newsletter. This popular feature focused
on both the company’s membership point of contact and his or her company, offering an opportunity for members to learn more about
the business profiles of their professional colleagues. Access the complete interviews by visiting the Smart Card Alliance website.

Q1 2014 MEMBER PROFILE (MARCH)
HP Enterprise Services

Q2 2014 MEMBER PROFILE (JUNE)
Gemalto North America

HP, the world’s largest technology
company, brings together a complete portfolio that spans services,
printing, personal computing, software and IT infrastructure to solve
customer problems. HP Enterprise
Services is a leader in delivering
technology services and business solutions for commercial and
public sector customers. Working
within the U.S. public sector, the
Lolie Kull
company understands the unique
missions and requirements of government agencies and can help
address key priorities and technology challenges to deliver innovation that helps organizations achieve critical outcomes. In the
cybersecurity industry, the company specializes in solutions for
Identity, Credentialing & Access Management (FICAM), Continuous Monitoring, and Application Security.

Gemalto enables organizations to
offer trusted and convenient digital
services to billions of individuals.
The company’s expertise spans the
entire process of creating digital
security solutions for clients and
their customers, developing secure
software and operating systems
which they embed in devices such
as UICC cards, banking cards, tokens, electronic passports or ID
Neville Pattinson
cards. They personalize the devices,
and deploy the software and services for managing them and the
sensitive data they hold throughout its life-cycle.

Smart Card Talk spoke about the company’s profile and offerings
with Lolie Kull, who has been with HP Enterprise Services for
almost eight years and has extensive experience within the Federal Government supporting its identity, credentialing and access
management initiatives.

Smart Card Talk spoke about the company’s profile and offerings
with Neville Pattinson, SVP Government Sales. Pattinson, who
holds three industry designations – CISSP, CIPP and CSCIP, is
also the technical vice-chairman of the Smart Card Alliance. He
previously served on the Department of Homeland Security’s
Data Privacy and Integrity Advisory Committee.

“HP believes that security, especially identity and access management, is most important and where cloud, security, big data,
and mobility all converge,” said Kull. “As clients look to expand
their enterprise businesses into the cloud, security remains on the
forefront of their objectives. The primary market trend focus for
HP is what we call the ‘new style of IT.’ It enables organizations
to capitalize on cloud-based computing and applications, BYOD
management, social identity integration and mobile applications
development and management.”

“At the core of our business is the development of software which
we configure and embed in a multitude of different devices and
form factors,” said Pattinson. “Our solutions and services include
numerous payment cards, secure eBanking devices, authentication tokens, machine identification modules (MIM), and secure
ID documents including ePassports, eID and eHealth cards, as
well as eDrivers’ licenses. As traditional smart card technology
continues to develop and innovate, form factors such as mobile
derived credentials will bring new opportunities to the industry.
Gemalto’s vision is to provide digital security solutions and services that enable citizens, employers and governments to have the
security needed to live their lives freely and conveniently.”

“Smart card technology is the foundation for secure authentication and authorization to enable user access.”

“How we secure our mobile devices continues to be a topic of discussion.”
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Q3 2014 MEMBER PROFILE (SEPTEMBER)
Xerox

Q4 2014 MEMBER PROFILE (NOVEMBER)
Giesecke & Devrient (G&D)

Xerox offers business process
outsourcing and IT outsourcing
services, including data processing, healthcare solutions, HR benefits management, finance support, transportation solutions, and
customer relationship management services for commercial and
government organizations worldwide. The company also provides
extensive leading-edge document
Michael Nash
technology, services, software and
genuine Xerox supplies for graphic communication and office
printing environments of any size.

G&D has been developing security
solutions for over 160 years, and
provides a comprehensive suite of
technology products and services
to deliver secure digital payment
solutions for our customers. Today,
the company is a world leader in
pioneering technologies that secure
how people pay, communicate,
and authenticate. Their solutions,
products, and services range from
Brian Russell
innovative hardware and software
to end-to-end solutions for EMV, SIM and device management,
LTE, mobile authentication, subscription management and M2M,
as well as NFC for secure elements and HCE. G&D is also the
leading company in the world to offer banknote and security
printing, security paper, and banknote processing.

Smart Card Talk spoke about the company’s profile and offerings
with Michael Nash, Senior Vice President: Public Transportation
(Fare Systems). Nash, who has knowledge of the transportation
and financial service industries, leads global new business development initiatives for the company’s public transit sector.
“Smart cards are a key component of all current transit fare payment contracts,” said Nash. “We took an early lead in supporting smart-card-based systems by implementing the first open
payment smart card fare system in North America in Gatineau,
Quebec and followed years later with the first multi-agency open
payment fare system, the NY/NJ Transit Trial. We use our expertise to support ISO standards committees in developing new
standards for smart card technology. Smart cards provide the security and speed needed to support modern fare collection and
play a vital role whether the technology is in a card, other device
or a mobile phone.”
Nash noted that education is critical. “Educating consumers about
the technology, financial system infrastructure and its use, its
costs and benefits, and consumer adoption is critical since objective information can help demystify the transition.”

Smart Card Talk spoke about the company’s profile and offerings
with Brian Russell, senior vice president, Payment and Transit, for
G&D’s U.S. Mobile Security Division. He has also been a member of the Board of Directors Executive Committee for the Smart
Card Alliance for the past four years.
“For G&D, it’s all about securing credentials,” said Russell. “We’ve
developed smart card technology, driven standards to ensure interoperability, educated our customers and built strong relationships with banks, mobile network operators, transit authorities,
governments and corporations. We have a unique ability to help
bridge the gaps in the new ecosystem – with partnerships and
technology – and to help drive adoption of new technology, such
as NFC or tokenization,” he said.
“G&D continually develops new products and services to meet
market demands and innovations to eliminate obstacles to smart
card adoption, and works on security mechanisms needed for the
trusted execution environment.”
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MEMBER RECOGNITION PROGRAM
Alliance Honors
2013 COE Recipients

Congratulations to the
Class of 2014

We are delighted to announce the 17 member companies who
comprise the second year class of Center of Excellence (COE) organizations. These Center of Excellence organizations will be recognized in a number of ways throughout 2015.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Express
CPI Card Group
Cubic Transportation Systems
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Discover Financial Services
Gemalto
Giesecke & Devrient
Ingenico
MasterCard
NXP Semiconductors
Oberthur Technologies
Softcard
TSYS
UL
Visa, Inc.
Xerox
XTec, Incorporated

Inclusion in this exclusive level is directly related to the following
criteria members demonstrated in 2013-2014:
• Industry Council recognition for Honor Roll membership or
Top Contributor to one or more of our Industry Councils
• Council officer position elected by your peers
• LEAP/CSCIP training and certification
• Corporate CSCIP training and certification participation
• Alliance conferences and events sponsorship of $5,000 or
greater in the last year
• Supporting membership in multiple chapters (SCALA) or
affiliated organizations (EMV Migration Forum)
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The Smart Card Alliance is proud to be a memberbased organization that reflects the commitment and
inclusive spirit toward understanding, adoption, use
and application of smart card technology. Member involvement is not measured by how large an organization is, but by the actions of the organization and the
commitment of its employees when it comes to fulfilling the mission of the Smart Card Alliance.
Last year, in 2013, we created a new member program
called the Smart Card Alliance Center of Excellence to
recognize an elite mix of member companies who, each
year, reach the highest level of active participation in
the Smart Card Alliance by having made outstanding
contributions in the form of providing valuable time,
talent and resources across a wide mix of Alliance activities.
The Center of Excellence organizations were recognized in a number of ways throughout 2014, including
a company profile in the Smart Card Alliance Monthly
Member Bulletin. Excerpts of those profiles appear
here; visit the Smart Card Alliance website for the complete text.

JANUARY 2014
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc., is a leading integrator of payment and information technology and
services for intelligent travel solutions. Cubic delivers
integrated systems for transportation and traffic management, delivering tools for travelers to choose the
smartest and easiest way to both travel and pay for their
journeys, as well as enabling transportation authorities and agencies to manage demand across the entire
transportation network – all in real-time. Cubic specializes in design, development, manufacture, supply,
installation, integration, services and information. The
company also provides on-site management, central
systems, operations support, patron support, business
support and field services.
Visit Cubic at cts.cubic.com.

FEBRUARY 2014
ABnote

JULY 2014
XTec, Incorporated

Founded in 1795 as one of the nation’s first security printers, ABnote today is one of the premier manufacturers of plastic cards and
solutions provider. The company’s products span a range of markets and applications, including retail, financial, hospitality, transit,
education and identification. Their global facilities are certified by
all major financial card brands for magnetic stripe and chip card
production, personalization and Trusted Service Manager (TSM)
services. ABnote is a leader in developing TSM and NFC technologies, and operates certified TSMs throughout the world for the secure provisioning of EMV cards and mobile devices.

XTec is the premier provider of authentication and security solutions in today’s marketplace. Their keystone solution, AuthentX,
offers the only end-to-end, high assurance identity management
infrastructure available for government and commercial enterprises. Smart card credentials anchor XTec’s identity management
and credential management solutions. Its history and its future as a
company are intertwined with the evolution of smart card technology. Several decades ago, some members of XTec’s staff served as
writers for the original Government Smart Card Interoperability
Specification, the precursor to today’s PIV requirements. The company proudly has 26 current Certified Smart Card Industry Professionals/Government (CSCIP/G) recipients.

Visit ABnote at www.abnote.com.

APRIL 2014
HID Global
HID Global, an ASSA ABLOY Group brand, is a worldwide leader in technology related to the creation, management and use of
secure identities and serves markets including physical and logical access control including strong authentication and credential
management; card printing and personalization; visitor management systems; secure government and citizen ID; and RFID technologies used in animal ID and industry and logistics applications.
Products are sold through OEMs, developers, systems integrators
and distributors. End-users include Fortune 1000 customers, and
businesses and organizations in most industry sectors, including
government, healthcare, retail, industrial, commercial, transportation, finance and education.
Visit HID Global at www.hidglobal.com.

MAY 2014
Capgemini
A leading partner and solutions provider to banks and issuers
worldwide, Capgemini is one of the world’s foremost providers of
consulting, technology, outsourcing and local professional services
with presence in 44 countries and more than 130,000 employees.
With a network of 21,000 professionals serving over 900 clients
worldwide, Capgemini collaborates with leading banks to deliver
business and IT solutions with thought leadership which creates
tangible value. Capgemini has served the global cards industry for
more than 17 years by offering services and expertise on all leading
platforms and technologies across the Americas, Europe, Asia and
Australia.
Visit Capgemini at www.capgemini.com.

Visit XTec at www.xtec.com.

AUGUST 2014
Ultra Electronics ID (Ultra ID)
Ultra ID manufactures identity solutions for government and
corporate identity security applications. They are part of the Ultra Electronics Holdings group, an internationally successful defense, security, transport and energy company. Products include
Magicard card printers, UltraSecure technology cards and TrustID
badging software. The Magicard range of secure ID card printers
are trusted by governments and companies around the world to
issue millions of secure identification badges every year. All Magicard printers are manufactured at their secure facility in the United
Kingdom and support enhanced card security features, including
their patented HoloKote® watermark for visual security.
Visit Ultra ID at www.ultraid.com.

OCTOBER 2014
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA)
The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
was created by the Pennsylvania state legislature in 1964. As the
nation’s sixth largest public transit agency, the Authority serves
Philadelphia and its adjacent suburban counties by transporting
1.2 million daily passengers over a network of bus, trolley, subway
and railroad lines. This network extends well into the neighboring
states of New Jersey and Delaware, covering a 2,200 square mile region that is home to a population of four million residents. SEPTA
responds to a variety of travel market needs defined by geography,
population, trip purpose and physical capabilities of its riders.
Visit SEPTA at www.septa.org
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TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
Training and Certification Programs
The Smart Card Alliance is strongly committed to offering members education programs,
training opportunities and resources so they can remain competitive in the marketplace.
Our robust programs include:
• The Leadership, Education, and Advancement Program (LEAP) an online, membersonly organization for smart card professionals
• The Smart Card Alliance Educational Institute, which offers online and classroombased courses covering smart card technology and applications
• Certified Smart Card Industry Professional (CSCIP), an internationally recognized
credential for smart card industry professionals
Over the summer we launched our new Certified System Engineer ICAM PACS (CSEIP)
training and certification program. This program provides advanced training for systems
engineers on how to set-up and test E-PACS to align with government-wide specifications.

LEAP
LEAP is an online, members-only organization for smart card
professionals. Its purpose is two-fold:
• To advance education and professional development
• To manage and confer, based on a standardized body-ofknowledge exam, the CSCIP designation
LEAP provides resources and materials including white papers,
FAQs, position papers and archives of webinars, workshops and
T h e security,
K n o w l e
d g e E d gidentity,
e
conference proceedings in the access
payments,
healthcare, mobile and transportation markets, all of which are
updated regularly. LEAP membership also offers plenty of opportunities for individuals to further their careers and showcase
their professionalism within the industry. LEAP is especially
valuable for new entrants to the market or professionals working
for small organizations without access to full Smart Card Alliance membership benefits.
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Smart Card Alliance
Educational Institute
The Smart Card Alliance Educational Institute develops and conducts educational courses to provide objective and timely information on smart cards, related technologies, and smart card-enabled applications to Alliance members and the public, including
private industry, government, and the public sector. The Educational Institute offers both online and classroom-based courses
covering smart card technology and applications.
The Educational Institute’s industry-renowned classroom programs feature expert speakers to provide participants with a solid
understanding of smart card technology, standards and applications. Courses are held in conjunction with Alliance or other industry events.
The Educational Institute also offers customized courses and
workshops for specific industries at Alliance and industry events.

Payments
Certified Smart Card
Industry Professional
The Smart Card Alliance offers three CSCIP credentials: CSCIP, CSCIP/
Government and CSCIP/Payments. CSCIP is an internationally recognized
credential for smart card industry professionals. The CSCIP program prepares professionals to gain advanced levels of smart card technology and
applications knowledge, and then move on to complete training and pass a
multi-part exam.
Depending on the specific credential, CSCIP certifications require demonstrated proficiency in a broad body of industry knowledge, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart card technology fundamentals
Security
Application and data management
Identity and access control usage models
Mobile and Near Field Communication (NFC) usage models
Payments usage models

The Alliance’s CSCIP Smart Card Technology and Applications Training
Course Modules serve as the primary review materials for the CSCIP certification exam, and include more than 300 pages of text, charts, and graphics.
A full-day CSCIP training and exam preparation class led by seasoned smart
card industry experts further solidifies the technical and smart card business applications training experience. The Alliance maintains and updates
its training materials to reflect industry changes. The CSCIP certification
has become the benchmark for executives in increasingly competitive markets where proven expertise is critical. Through corporate and individual
training programs, and workshops at industry conferences, the Alliance offers professionals training and tools to earn the certification and differentiate themselves from their peers. At the same time, participation in these
programs demonstrates employers’ commitment to maintaining highly
skilled workers.

2014 CSCIP Recipients
James S. Berkowicz, Sprint
Maryann Elwell, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Greg Freeman, WMATA
Solmoraine Guzman, Smart Card Alliance
David O’Toole, WMATA
Minesh Patel, Gemalto
Vicky Redman, Gemalto
Anshuman Sinha, Tyco Integrated Systems
Paul Snelling, Gemalto
Phuong Tran, WMATA

2014 CSCIP/G Recipients
Christine Abruzzi, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Nathan Palenski, XTec, Incorporated
Steven Quade, ICFI
Nigel Stewart, Secure Mission Solutions

2014 CSCIP/P Recipients
Manuel Albers, Euro Tech Sales LLC
Ravi Bajaj, MasterCard Worldwide
Manish Deliwala, American Express
Allen Friedman, Ingenico, North America
Venugopala Narayanappa Medahalli, CSC
Docia Myer, CPI Card Group
Phillip Taylor, TSYS
Robert M. Thompson, CIBC
Hari Varma, Infosys Ltd.
Carlos Alberto Duque Vasquez, Xtrategies
As of October 20, 2014

For a list of all CSCIP recipients go to: http://www.smartcardalliance.org/activities-leap-cscip-registry
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2014 Professional Certification Trainers
BRETT CHEMALY, CSCIP Trainer
Discover Financial Services

Brett works for Discover Financial Services
as Manager – Global Chip Products, where
he currently focuses on debit-related matters affecting the U.S. payments industry.
Prior to joining Discover, he was employed
within MasterCard’s Emerging Payments
team based in Toronto, Canada, where he
was responsible for managing and consulting on MasterCard’s chip programs on
both sides of the border. Prior to his tenure in Canada, Brett spent eight years with
the MasterCard Chip Centre of Excellence
based in London and Belgium where he
consulted extensively across Europe and
the Middle East to both issuing and acquiring institutions. Brett is a native of South
Africa, holding a Bachelor of Commerce
Degree from Rhodes University.

STEPHEN HOWARD, CSEIP Trainer
CertiPath

With more than 25 years of experience on
the front lines of meeting the challenges
of identity management and information
assurance in his role as VP of Credentials, Steve serves CertiPath in four core
aspects: operational authority for the CertiPath Bridge Certification Authority; subject matter expert in PIV/PIV-I technology
and its application in FICAM solutions;
product development; and active support
to develop government and industry standards around strong identity and its operational use.
His focus within ID management over the
last 15 years has allowed him to contribute
to standards defining identity credentials,
operational use of identity credentials, and
the technologies that are appropriate for a
given application environment’s needs for
identity. These efforts span several government-issued ID documents, design concerns around breeder documents, public
key infrastructure technology and services,
and operational use of ID within federal/
state/local government, enterprise and aviation security.
Steve holds a Bachelor of Science in Computer and Communication Sciences from
the University of Michigan.
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BRYAN K. ICHIKAWA,
CSCIP and CSEIP Trainer
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Bryan Ichikawa is a Senior Manager for
Deloitte’s Enterprise Risk Services group
based out of Arlington, Virginia. As a globally recognized expert in biometrics, smart
cards, security, credentialing and identity
and access management, Bryan serves as a
trusted advisor to the United States federal
government and other national government clients around the world. Bryan regularly assists clients in the identification, design, integration and deployment of these
technologies to deliver complete and comprehensive identity management solutions.
Bryan has contributed extensively to the
Smart Card Alliance where he has held
many active roles; he currently is the Identity Council chair, and also served as vice
chair of the Board of Directors. He holds
two patents for data security and user privacy in communications systems and is
a contributing author for “Smart Cards–
Seizing Strategic Business Opportunities.”

GILLES LISIMAQUE, CSCIP Trainer
ID Technology Partners

Gilles Lisimaque is a Partner with ID Technology Partners, a leading consulting firm
in Washington, DC, supporting high assurance identification solutions.
Gilles, who has more than 25 years of experience developing smart card solutions,
has worked with most aspects of smart
cards including chip design, manufacturing, packaging, operating system design,
application development, international
standards, reader interfaces, and host applications, and has received the 2008
OSCA Individual Leadership award from
the Smart Card Alliance. He holds multiple
patents on smart card security and smart
card operating system design and has held
high-level seats with numerous smart card
and security forums, associations and standards bodies including AFNOR, ANSI,
ISO and ISTPA.

GERALD SMITH, CSCIP Trainer
ID Technology Partners

Gerald Smith is a Senior Consultant with
ID Technology Partners, a leading consulting firm in Washington, DC, supporting

high assurance identification solutions. He
has more than 30 years of experience deploying card solutions. Gerald has worked
with all aspects of smart cards including
chip manufacturing, packaging, operating
system design, virtual machines, application development, reader interfaces, and
host applications. He is a National Merit
Award recipient from the U.S. INCITS
standards organization as well as an ISO
project editor on smart card standards.

LARS R. SUNEBORN, CSEIP Trainer
Smart Card Alliance

Before joining the Smart Card Alliance in
2014, Lars enjoyed a 30+ year career in the
security industry, where he is recognized
as a physical access control system (PACS)
subject matter leader. A frequent speaker
for specialized training requirements, Lars
has developed and conducted customized,
agency-specific week-long training courses
and courseware as well as train-the-trainer
activities for a wide variety of U.S., Canadian and British security agencies worldwide.
He also actively promoted smart card, biometric and PKI cryptographic technologies
as vital components in overall system designs for high-risk, high-security facilities
nationally and internationally, and guided
U.S. agencies in their efforts to achieve
HSPD-12/FICAM compliance.
A former chair of the Smart Card Alliance
Access Control Council, Lars previously
served in various capacities with Hirsch
Electronics and Oberthur Technologies,
where his numerous achievements included developing, with the Department
of Treasury and IT/Security, the concept
and implementation plan for nationwide
ePACS network for over 700 locations.

RICK UHRIG, CSCIP Trainer
XTec, Incorporated

Rick Uhrig is a Senior Manager with XTec,
Incorporated, a leading provider of trusted
products and services for authentication
and security solutions. Rick has more than
25 years of experience designing, developing and evaluating information security solutions, including 15 years with smart card
solutions.
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MAKING LIFE SAFER AND EASIER

CONFERENCES AND EVENTS

SMART CARD ALLIANCE MEMBER MEETING
Biltmore Hotel, Coral Gables, Florida
December 8-10, 2013

Created exclusively for the benefit of Smart Card Alliance and SCALA members,
this event brought together members representing all of the markets impacted
by smart card technology. Special keynote speakers, panel discussions, in-depth
breakout sessions organized by the Alliance Industry Councils, as well as networking and social events during a pre-conference day rounded out this well-attended
conference. The Alliance also recognized the many achievements of its industry
councils and member companies at a special awards dinner.

Platinum Sponsor

The 7th Annual Conference

GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE SPECIAL EDITION EVENT

PAYMENTS

2014

10TH ANNIVERSARY OF HSPD-12

SUMMIT

Celebrating ten years of government smart card security
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July 31, 2014
WASHINGTON MARRIOTT AT METRO CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC
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2014
PAYMENTS SUMMIT

NFC SOLUTIONS
SUMMIT 2014

HSPD-12 10TH
ANNIVERSARY EVENT

2014 GOVERNMENT
CONFERENCE

More than 600 individuals in
the EMV chip card and mobile
payments attended this event,
including representatives from
banks, card brands, mobile wallet providers and transit agencies. Industry leaders discussed
and debated the unique considerations for the U.S. payments
system in its move to EMV
chip payments and mobile devices in retail and transit. Considerable time was also spent
on NFC-based mobile wallets,
security considerations, implementation, cardholder verification methods (CVMs) and
ATM upgrades.

With the Lone Star State taking
over event hosting duties from
the Golden State, more than
200 people attended this event,
presented by the Smart Card
Alliance in partnership with the
NFC Forum and NFC World
Congress. What emerged from
the summit was the belief that
mobile NFC technology is in
the running for widespread
U.S. adoption for both nonpayment and payment applications. And technologies and
architectures like HCE, BLE
and EMV will complement and
propel the technology forward.

Government leaders and federal agency heads highlighted
this event that celebrated the
10th anniversary of the landmark security directive HSPD12, signed by President George
W. Bush in 2004. The directive
drove momentous change in
the way the U.S. federal government manages employee
and contractor identities and
access to government facilities, leading to higher levels of
cybersecurity and efficiency.
Keynote presentations reflected
on the past, present and future
of identity and security in government.

This leading event in the nation’s capital on ID security
featured more than 75 government and industry leaders
speaking on topics related to
strong authentication technology in government identity
programs. More than 650 government employees participated in sessions on PIV credentials, government-focused
efforts in the National Strategy
for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) initiative,
trusted ID on mobile devices,
developments in state and local
ID programs and global trends
in secure identification.

Grand America Hotel
Salt Lake City, Utah
February 5-7, 2014
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Renaissance Arboretum Hotel
Austin, Texas
June 3-4, 2014

Marriott Metro Center Hotel
Washington, D.C.
July 31, 2014

Washington Convention Center
Washington, D.C.
October 29-30, 2014

SAVE THE DATE FOR THESE 2015 EVENTS

Payments at a Higher Level

14TH ANNUAL

June 9-10, 2015
WALTER E. WASHINGTON CONVENTION CENTER � WASHINGTON, DC
www.GovSmartID.com

OCTOBER 4—6, 2015
ARIZONA GRAND RESORT•PHOENIX, ARIZONA

october

7-8, 2015

arizon a g r an d r e s o r t , p h o e n i x , a r i z o n a
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR LETTER HIGHLIGHTS
One of the most popular sections of the monthly Smart Card Alliance newsletters is the letter from Executive
Director Randy Vanderhoof. Check out his thoughts during a very busy year for the Alliance and the industry.
To read the complete letters, visit the Smart Card Alliance website.
Target Breach
Shakes Up Industry
The aftershocks of the massive data breach
of an estimated 40 million credit and debit
cards suffered by Target during the holiday
season have triggered questions on payments security. During the media frenzy that followed, the one
question continually asked was; “Why is the U.S. market so far behind the rest of the world in using chip technology?” It’s the most
vexing and hardest for outside observers to understand; it’s also
the most difficult to explain in simple terms, because it requires
unraveling the layers of how card payments work and offering a
“defense” of the business practices that have evolved over 30 years.
At minimum the breach will surely reshape the next two years’
path to adoption of EMV chip cards in the U.S.

EMV Chip Cards vs. Mobile
My position on the future of mobile payments
has never wavered. I have been patiently holding my enthusiasm in check for a “quick fix” to
get to the time when NFC mobile wallets are
ubiquitous – through six years of pilots involving NFC stickers, dongles, microSD plug-ins, phone sleeves and
today’s fully integrated UICC-enabled NFC handsets. The wait has
not been without its starts and stops, with a few highs and lows.
NFC is also competing against a host of other non-NFC wallet innovators like PayPal, LevelUp, and MCX. Plus, the annual “wait
and see” from Apple adds more uncertainty to the mix. Nothing
about payments is easy, so how could anyone expect NFC mobile
proximity payments or any alternative mobile wallets to be different?

Healthcare’s Identity Crisis
Having recently participated in a health IT
symposium on privacy and security co-organized by our Health and Human Services
Council and attended by nearly 50,000 professionals, what I learned about the state of
America’s free-market healthcare system, electronic health records
and patient identity was enlightening and disturbing. After billions
of dollars were spent turning paper into electronic health records
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(EHRs), there is little or no agreement on how it should be exchanged – and virtually nothing on how those records should be
protected. The symposium exposed the root problem of EHRs –
there is no agreement about how to identify the patient. Despite
hospitals collecting huge amounts of digital information about patient history, medical procedures and medications, that information is sometimes linked to the wrong patient.

A Warming Up for EMV Migration
The phrase “March comes in like a lion, and
goes out like a lamb” is more than just a metaphor about the weather. It is also an appropriate description for the rapid changes to the
payments industry climate regarding the progress in the U.S. adoption of EMV last month. The chill that hung
over the EMV migration over the winter was unpredictable and
somewhat frozen in place due to regulatory uncertainty and debit
routing solution gridlock. Then, multiple massive data breaches of
retail systems affecting up to 100 million consumer accounts triggered an avalanche of responses by industry groups, analysts, regulators, and government committees. The endless winter chill held
the industry in its grasp, but when March came, everything began
changing at once.

Prime Time for the
Payments Industry
To “strike while the iron is hot” means to act
while the best results can be obtained. This
is true about the payments market, which is
ramping up to produce up to 1 billion new
EMV chip cards in the next three to five
years. Although the U.S. is two years into a planned four year EMV
migration, we expect to only reach 10% market deployment, or 100
million cards by year end. That means another 400 to 500 million
cards are needed just to get to the halfway mark by the October,
2015, liability shift dates. To put these numbers into context, by
this time next year, the U.S. market will have issued more EMV
chip cards than the UK and Canada combined.

When Is Mobile Security
Secure Enough
At the recent 3rd Annual NFC Solutions
Summit, security was the hot topic. As discussions grew deeper, it became clear that
Host Card Emulation (HCE), while still in its
early years, has value in potentially opening up the NFC market to
more participants. Questions remain unanswered about how reliable the communications between the phone and the cloud server
would be, and what standards are needed on the device to manage
applications sharing a single HCE port. But HCE could be the challenge that the secure element-based establishment needs in order
to simplify its own architecture and lower the costs and barriers
to entry for payments and non-payments applications, so secure
element models can compete effectively with the HCE and cloud
storage models being proposed.

The Case for Sound
Security Measures
I was recently reminded of the classic cult
movie, “Back to the Future,” after I read of
the problems at PF Chang’s, the restaurant
chain that revealed they had suffered a data
breach due to malware infecting their POS system. Management
determined the only way to keep their business open was to abandon their card processing equipment and bring back manual credit
card slips until they can complete the forensic analysis of the malware attack and clean up their POS system. In the face of unknown
threats to its retail POS systems, those handwritten two-part slips
of paper dragged through the old “knuckle buster” credit slip imprint machines were the best solution for this merchant at this
time. Back to the future indeed.

Recognizing a Secure Initiative
Late last month the Smart Card Alliance
hosted a special government industry event
commemorating the 10th anniversary of the
signing of HSPD-12. This mandatory standard called for secure and reliable forms of
ID for federal employees and contractors to access federally-controlled networks and facilities. The event, a one-day gathering in
Washington, DC, attracted some of the most inspiring government
identity and security leaders, all of whom gathered to recollect the
challenges and the obstacles they had to overcome to get HSPD12 implemented. I was honored to publicly recognize the many
individuals who helped provide security to our nation in the face
of those who are bent on destroying the best of this country – our
citizens. Celebrating this anniversary ranks as a career highlight.

It’s Complicated with Mobile
Apple finally jumped into the NFC mobile
payments market using a secure element.
While they didn’t break new ground, this is a
burst of energy for the fledgling mobile payments industry, since the iPhone commands
a 41% market share in the U.S. and loyal customers are ready to upgrade after the iPhone 5 and 5s disappointments. What was more
intriguing, though, was learning how they will use an individualized payment account token stored on the phone that can be linked
to Apple’s 800 million iTunes accounts on file. Also interesting is
their agreement with American Express, MasterCard and Visa, and
several large issuing financial institutions – that collectively represent a large percentage of those card relationships – to extend
card-present rates for Apple Pay transactions.

Smart Card Credentialing
Carries More Weight
As we prepare for the upcoming 13th Annual Smart Card Alliance Government
Conference, I have a sense that the ground
might shifting under what had been a firm foundation for federal
smart card-based identity credentialing and access control based
on HSPD-12 and the accompanying standards. So the timing is
right for government policy and standards setters to come together
at this conference and discuss just what lies ahead with technology
providers and security integrators. I can’t think of a more important time in the 10-year history of HSPD-12 for our smart card
industry members to listen carefully and ask questions of our government leaders about the future of PIV, except for perhaps the
first two years when the standards and policies were being drafted.

Destination Las Vegas
for Payments
November marks the time when many Smart
Card Alliance members make the annual
journey to Paris to mingle with our European and Asian industry colleagues at the
International Cartes Secure Connexions conference. For the first
time in twelve years, I was not one of them. There was another
option to choose here in the United States, a relatively new event
called Money 2020, and I am very glad I chose to stay closer to
home. The showing of over 7,000 mostly American attendees who
also went to Las Vegas indicated I was not the only person who
made the same choice.
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WEB SITE HIGHLIGHTS
SMART CARD ALLIANCE WEB SITE HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•

Average site visits per month: 22,561
Number of page views per visit: 1.98
Over 70% new visits
Links to Alliance, LEAP and CSCIP members-only resources
Multi-media educational resources: videos, webinar
recordings, slide shows
• Smart Card Alliance event registration and proceedings

MOST POPULAR WEB RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart Card Alliance white papers and publications
EMV Migration Forum information
Smart Card Alliance members
Smart card technology primer and application information
EMV frequently asked questions
Smart Card Alliance events

TOP ACCESSED PUBLICATIONS & WHITE PAPERS
• Card Payments Roadmap in the U.S.: How Will EMV Impact
the Future Payments Infrastructure?
• Card-Not-Present Fraud: A Primer on Trends and
Transaction Authentication Processes
• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 101: A Technology Primer with
Example Use Cases
• EMV: Frequently Asked Questions
• EMV and NFC: Complementary Technologies that Deliver
Secure Payments and Value-Added Functionality
• Host Card Emulation (HCE) 101
• Smart Card Technology in U.S. Healthcare: Frequently Asked
Questions
• The Changing U.S. Payments Landscape: Impact on Payment
Transactions at Physical Stores

NEW IN 2014: PUBLICATIONS, WORKSHOPS,
MEMBER BULLETINS, TRAINING PROGRAMS

• Smart Card Alliance Publications: Four new publications
on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE); Host Card Emulation
(HCE); card-not-present fraud; and EMV, tokenization and
encryption
• Educational Institute Workshops: Two new workshop
videos on the changing U.S. payments landscape and NFC
mobile security approaches and business applications (LEAP
members only)
• Smart Card Alliance Member Bulletin: Monthly news bulletin
distributed to all Alliance members covering key organization
announcements and news
• LEAP/CSCIP Quarterly Bulletin: Quarterly publication
distributed exclusively to LEAP members and CSCIP
recipients
• CSEIP Certification Program: New training and certification
program for systems engineers on how to set-up and test
E-PACS to align with government-wide specifications

Over 203,000
visits from over
157,000 unique
visitors
Streamlined
home page
navigation
Member
access to event
proceedings and
resources

EMV CONNECTION WEB SITE

• Over 57,000 visits from over 36,000 unique visitors
• EMV industry news and educational resources for issuers,
merchants, acquirers/processors and consumers
• EMV Migration Forum webinar recordings: EMV 101;
Effective Communication Practices for U.S. Chip Migration;
Merchant Considerations for U.S. Chip Migration
• New resources from the EMV Migration Forum: Knowledge
Center; Implementing EMV at the ATM; U.S. Debit EMV
Technical Proposal
• EMV Migration Forum information and members-only web
site

ACTIVE SOCIAL MEDIA PROGRAMS

• LinkedIn Groups: Government Smart ID – 1,926 members;
Smart.Payments – 1,351 members; Healthcare Identity
Management – 165 members; LEAP – 561 members
• Twitter: 810+ tweets, 3,189 followers
• Facebook: 369 “likes”
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Over 18,000
downloads of
publications and
presentations

Number of
page views
per visit – 1.98

#1

EMV
PROVIDER
IN THE U.S.

AND EXPERT IN MOBILE FINANCIAL SERVICES
END-TO-END SOLUTIONS

WWW.OBERTHUR.COM/EMV
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INDUSTRY COUNCILS
Through six industry councils, the Smart Card Alliance proactively addresses topics of key concern in the different smart card vertical
markets. Alliance members lead Council activities and contribute to a wide variety of projects, including white papers, webinars, workshops, web resources, position papers and industry commentary. The results of the councils’ work help to drive smart card implementations in the U.S. and provide authoritative educational material for both the U.S. and international smart card markets.

Access Control

The Access Control Council’s 2014 activities focused on providing guidance on
smart card implementation in government
credentialing initiatives, submitting comments on draft NIST specifications, and
expanding efforts in mobile identity and
the commercial access control market. The
Council is made up of more than 143 individuals from 49 leading organizations.

Health and
Human Services

The Health and Human Services Council
focused on outreach in 2014, delivering
educational sessions at key healthcare industry events. The Council has established
relationships with other healthcare industry associations to provide smart card expertise to their efforts. More than 60 individuals from over 30 leading organizations
participate in the Council.

Identity

The Identity Council’s 2014 activities focused on collaboration with other councils
to provide identity management expertise into the Alliance educational efforts.
The Council collaborated on comment
submissions to NIST, participated in one
workshop, and led Alliance activities on
NSTIC. More than 100 individuals from
over 47 leading organizations participate
in the Council.

Mobile and NFC

Payments

Transportation

The Mobile and NFC Council activities in 2014 included strong educational
programs and development of technical resources. The Council produced one
mobile/NFC workshop, collaborated with
other councils on two workshops, and
completed two white papers on important emerging technologies. The Council
is made up of more than 167 individuals
from 70 leading organizations.

The Payments Council continued its focus
on payment innovations and strategies in
2014, while also providing educational resources on EMV. The Council led a workshop on EMV and mobile, published two
white papers, and worked on other educational resources discussing how to mitigate risk from data breaches. The Council
is made up of more than 190 individuals
from 60 leading organizations.

The Transportation Council 2014 projects
focused onaddressing challenges with acceptance of open contactless payment
cards for transit fare payment. The Council
launched two white paperson the impact
of EMV migration on transit and parking
and is defining several new projects for the
coming year. More than 190 individuals
from over 65 leading organizations participate in the Council.
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Extraordinary Council Output Elevates Alliance
as Go-To Industry Resource
2014 was a busy year for
all markets using smart
card technology – which
translated into a very active year for all Smart
Card Alliance councils.
Each council sets its own
agenda for activities, pursuing projects that best
address the unique market needs of their industry segment. This means
that we see a diverse set of
activities depending on
council priorities.
Councils tackled new payment technologies and approaches
in 2014, providing educational resources to help the industry
understand the role that smart card technology plays in securing transactions. With both new technologies emerging and
data breach crises erupting, councils debated technology features, provided thought leadership to understand the market
impact, and delivered industry guidanceto explain how new
technologies and approaches fit together. Council deliverables
ranged from white papers on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
Host Card Emulation (HCE), encryption and tokenization,
to resources discussing card-not-present fraud and the role of
EMV in mitigating the risk of data breaches, to discussions
of the impact of new technologies on the transit and parking industries. The councils’ work on new technologies and
strategies has also been showcased at EMV Migration Forum
events and has provided input into their U.S. EMV migration
activities.
Councils also continued to have a strong presence in the government identity and security market, developing comments
submissions to NIST and GSA and fielding workshops on
mobile devices and enterprise physical access control systems
(PACS). As a result of member feedback, councils extended
their efforts to the commercial physical access control market
in 2014 with a new project developing a guide specification for
smart card-based PACS.

All councils are active in providing education programs in
conjunction with Alliance and other industry events. We held
four successful workshops in 2014, providing in-depth training on a diverse set of topics and delivering archived workshop recordings as a LEAP member resource. We expanded
our educational outreach in the healthcare market as well, with
featured speakers at two key 2014 events and ongoing collaboration with other healthcare-related industry groups.
Our annual Member Meeting is an important event for all of
the councils. Councils propose and plan industry breakout
sessions, targeting topics that will spark memberdialog and
that will benefit from cross-industry collaboration. At this
year’s meeting, councils are hosting sessions on mobile technologies and applications, EMV, strong authentication, transaction security and device identity. With active cross-council
discussion at this event, we “prime the pump” for council project ideas for the coming year.
2014 was also a council election year. We elect council steering
committees and officers every two years, to provide all members with the opportunity to contribute to and lead industry
initiatives. All councils completed their elections and we now
have the leadership structure in place for 2015 and 2016. To
our outgoing steering committees and officers, we offer our
sincere thanks for the strong leadership that resulted in the
excellent deliverables that keep the Smart Card Alliance as the
go-to resource for the U.S. smart card industry.
The councils are successful due to the active engagement and
commitment of many members from every industry segment.
I’d like to especially thank the 233 members who were active
in projects and the 99 members who are on our 2014 Council
Honor Roll. The Smart Card Alliance and the industry succeed through collaboration among all of the stakeholders in
the ecosystems in which smart card technology plays a critical role. The councils provide the forum for this collaboration
– something that members have found to be one of the most
valuable parts of their Alliance membership.

INDUSTRY COUNCILS LETTER

A LOOK AT OUR COUNCILS IN 2014

Again, thanks to everyone who participates in our councils!
Cathy Medich
Director, Strategic Programs
Smart Card Alliance
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ACCESS CONTROL COUNCIL

ACCESS CONTROL COUNCIL MISSION
Accelerate the widespread acceptance, usage, and application
of smart card technology for physical and logical access control.
OFFICERS
• Chair: Open - Lars Suneborn, Smart Card
Alliance (acting)
• Vice Chair: Lolie Kull, HP Enterprise
Services
• Secretary: Sal D’Agostino, IDmachines

STEERING COMMITTEE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dave Adams, HID Global
Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
Tony Damalas, Damalas LLC
Michel Escalant, Gemalto
Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
Walter Hamilton, Identification Technology
Partners
Dave Helbock, XTec, Incorporated
Andy Kuchel, Quantum Secure Inc.
Lolie Kull, HP Enterprise Services
Roger Roehr, Roehr Consulting
Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
Adam Shane, AMAG Technology
Mike Sulak, Department of State
Joe Tassone, Identive Group
Mike Zercher, NXP Semiconductors

TOP CONTRIBUTORS
• Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
• Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
• Adam Shane, AMAG Technology
HONOR ROLL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don Campbell, Eid Passport
Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
Tony Damalas, Stanley Security Solutions
Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
Christophe Goyet, Oberthur Technologies
Walter Hamilton, Identification Technology
Partners
Dave Helbock, XTec, Incorporated
Lolie Kull, HP Enterprise Services
Stafford Mahfouz, Tyco Software House
Roger Roehr, Roehr Consulting
Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
Adam Shane, AMAG Technology
Mark Steffler, Quantum Secure
Mike Sulak, U.S. Department of State
Lars Suneborn, Smart Card Alliance
(formerly Identiv)
Mike Zercher, NXP Semiconductors
Rob Zivney, Identification Technology
Partners

ACCESS CONTROL COUNCIL MEMBERS
3M Cogent, Inc. • ABnote • Accenture • Advanced Card Systems Ltd. • Allegion • AMAG
Technology • Athena Smartcard Solutions • Booz Allen Hamilton • CH2M HILL • Codebench, Inc. • CSC • Cubic Transportation Systems • Datacard Group • Datawatch Systems •
Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) • Deloitte & Touche LLP • Eid Passport Inc. •
ENTRUST • Exponent • Gemalto • General Services Administration • Giesecke & Devrient • HID Global • HP Enterprise Services • Identification Technology Partners • Identiv •
IDmachines • Initiative for Open Authentication • IQ Devices • Leidos, Inc. • Lenel
Systems International • Morpho • NagraID Security • NXP Semiconductors • Oberthur
Technologies • Probaris • Quantum Secure Inc. • Roehr Consulting • SAIC • Secure Missions Solutions, Inc. • Stanley Security Solutions • STMicroelectronics • Tyco Software
House • Ultra Electronics Card Systems • U.S. Department of Homeland Security • U.S.
Department of State • U.S. Department of Transportation/Volpe Center • Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) • XTec, Incorporated
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2014 ACTIVITIES

• Submission of letter and recommendations
to Interagency Security Committee
• ISC West workshop, Mobile Devices and
Identity and Access Control Applications, in
collaboration with the Identity and Mobile
and NFC Councils
• Submission of comments to NIST on draft
SP 800-157, in collaboration with the
Identity Council
• Submission of comments to NIST on draft
SP 800-73-4, in collaboration with the
Identity Council
• Submission of comments to GSA on the
“FIPS 201 Evaluation Program Functional
Requirements & Test Cases (FRTC) version
0.1.3”
• 2014 Government Conference workshop,
Personal Identity Verification (PIV) in
Enterprise Physical Access Control Systems
(EPACS)
• Guide Specification for Architects &
Engineers for Smart Card-Based PACS
Cards and Readers for Non-Government
PACS, project in process
• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections
• Relationships with IBIA and SIA

YEAR IN REVIEW: ACCESS CONTROL COUNCIL CHAIR

Council Benefits from Updated Government
Standards and Policies
As usual, 2014 was a year full of activities for the Access Control
Council. Most notably, this was a year when both NIST and GSA
updated many of the Federal standards and policies that affected
our activities in Federal Identity Control and Access Management
(FICAM).

The mobile device as a carrier of a high assurance credential was
the theme for two full-day cross council workshops that included
the Identity, Mobile and NFC, and Access Control Councils. The
popularity of this topic resulted in an updated version of the same
topics during ISC West in Las
Vegas this past spring.

Perhaps one of the most signifiAs a result of our efforts, GSA
End-of- year activities include
cant, in regards to industry impact,
approached the Smart Card Alliance
the annual Government Conwas the meeting with the GSA
about setting up a training and
ference and workshop. This
Evaluation Program Technical
year’s theme was PIV in enWorking Group (EPTWG) in late
certification program, and this resulted
terprise PACS (EPACS) – very
2013 The Council suggested and
in the launch of our Certified System
timely! In addition, the Council
made the case that deployed physiEngineer ICAM PACS (CSEIP) program.
has undertaken a major project
cal access control systems (PACS)
to develop a guide specificaare dynamic in configuration, softtion for contactless smart cards
ware, firmware or hardware comand readers for the commercial
ponents. Post deployment, systems
are expanded, and receive updates and “patches” from manufac- PACS market.
turers of the various components and subsystems.
Many of the projects the council got involved in required collaboThe Access Control Council explained that having systems in certi- ration and cooperation with industry organizations such as IBIA
fication and accreditation tests after each update is very costly and and SIA, with whom we enjoy very productive partnerships and
time consuming and suggested that this could be accomplished who contributed greatly to our joint successes.
with a recognized FICAM accredited system engineer. The Council offered to assist in creating such an accreditation program. As Lastly, I am honored to have the opportunity to serve in a new role
a result of our efforts, GSA approached the Smart Card Alliance as Smart Card Alliance Director of Training Programs. I stepped
about setting up a training and certification program, and this down as chairman of the Council in the recent election so that I
resulted in the August launch of our Certified System Engineer can focus on my new position, and build world-class certification
programs for industry professionals on ICAM EPACS and all asICAM PACS (CSEIP) program.
pects of smart card usage.
The Council also reached out to the Identity Council and, in a
cross–council effort, submitted comments and suggestions to It has been a privilege and pleasure to serve with the brightest and
NIST on the SP800-157 Guidelines for Derived Personal Identity most dedicated thought leaders in the industry. I appreciate the
Verification (PIV) Credentials in April and SP 800-73-4 Interfaces trust and cooperation during my tenure as Chair and welcome the
for PIV Card Application in June. The derived credential com- new Chair. THANK YOU!
ments were mainly focused on a derived PIV credential residing in
a mobile device and the triggers for revoking a derived credential All indications are that 2015 will be just as busy and exciting!
if the parent credential is revoked.
SP800-73-4 comments focused on establishing secure messaging
and a virtual contact interface (VCI) between the card and a relying party reader in a user friendly, convenient manner without
sacrificing security. A VCI would allow all contact interface functions that are available on a PIV card to be conducted by using the
contactless interface of a mobile device.

Lars Suneborn
Director of Training Programs
Smart Card Alliance
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MOBILE AND NFC COUNCIL

MOBILE AND NFC COUNCIL MISSION
Raise awareness and accelerate the adoption of payments, loyalty, marketing, promotion/coupons/offers,
peer-to-peer, identity, access control, transit and other applications using Near Field Communication (NFC).
OFFICERS
• Chair: Sadiq Mohammed, MasterCard

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

STEERING COMMITTEE

HONOR ROLL

Worldwide
• Vice chair: Chandra Srivastava, Visa, Inc.
• Secretary: Deborah Baxley, Capgemini

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Maarten Bron, UL Transaction Security
Stu Cox, Giesecke & Devrient
David deKozan, Cubic Transportation
Systems, Inc.
Amol Deshmukh, Gemalto
Jeff Fonseca, NXP Semiconductors
Neil Hickey, Accenture
Peter Ho, Wells Fargo
Holger Kunkat, C-SAM
Sadiq Mohammed, MasterCard Worldwide
Howard Hall, Consult Hyperion
Ivan Plajh, Smartrac N.V.
Scott Rau, Chase
JC Raynon, VeriFone
Tony Sabetti, Isis
Gerald Schoenecker, Ingenico
Chandra Srivastava, Visa, Inc.
Sridher Swaminathan, First Data
Corporation
Joe Tassone, Identiv

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MOBILE AND NFC COUNCIL MEMBERS

Maarten Bron, UL
Mike English, Heartland Payment Systems
Sree Swaminathan, First Data Corporation
Tom Zalewski, CorFire

Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Maarten Bron, UL
Peter Cattaneo, Intercede
Greg Coogan, Morpho
Stu Cox, Giesecke & Devrient
David deKozan, Cubic Transportation
Systems
Mike English, Heartland Payment Systems
Jeff Fonseca, NXP Semiconductors
Gonda Lamberink, UL
Pedro Martinez, Gemalto
Sadiq Mohammed, MasterCard
Akif Qazi, Discover Financial Services
JC Raynon, VeriFone
John Rego, OTI America
Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
Tony Sabetti, Softcard
Gerald Schoenecker, Ingenico
Chandra Srivastava, Visa, Inc.
Lars Suneborn, Smart Card Alliance
(formerly Identiv)
Sridher Swaminathan, First Data
Corporation
Sastry Yeleswarapu, Capgemini
Tom Zalewski, CorFire

2014 ACTIVITIES

• 2014 Payments Summit workshop, The
Changing U.S. Payments Landscape: The
Impact of EMV and Mobile on the Payments
Acceptance Infrastructure, in collaboration
with the Payments and Transportation
Councils
• ISC West workshop, Mobile Devices and
Identity and Access Control Applications, in
collaboration with the Access Control and
Identity Councils
• 2014 NFC Solutions Summit workshop,
NFC Mobile Security Approaches and
Business Applications
• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 101: A
Technology Primer with Example Use Cases
white paper
• Host Card Emulation (HCE) 101 white
paper
• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections
• Relationships with GlobalPlatform and
NFC Forum

3M Cogent, Inc. • ABnote • Accenture LLP • Advanced Card Systems Ltd. • Allegion • American Express • AT&T Mobility Services • Bank of
America • Bell ID • BetterBuyDesign • Booz Allen Hamilton • Capgemini USA Inc. • CH2M HILL • Chase Card Services • Chase Paymentech •
Clear2Pay • Consult Hyperion • CorFire • CPI Card Group • C-SAM • Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc. • Czech Technical University in
Prague • Datacard Group • Datawatch Systems • DeviceFidelity, Inc. • Discover Financial Services • Eid Passport • ENTRUST • Exponent, Inc. •
FIME • First Data Corporation • FIS • Fiserv • Gemalto • Giesecke & Devrient • Heartland Payment Systems • HID Global • HP Enterprise Services • Identification Technology Partners • Identiv • InComm • Infineon Technologies • Ingenico, North America • Initiative for Open Authentication • INSIDE Secure • Interac Association/Acxsys Corporation • Intercede Ltd. • IQ Devices • Lenel Systems International • MasterCard •
Morpho • MTA New York City Transit • Natural Security • NBS Technologies • NXP Semiconductors • OTI America • Probaris, Inc. • Quantum
Secure Inc. • SecureKey Technologies • Smartrac N.V. • Softcard • STMicroelectronics • Thales • TSYS • Underwriter Laboratories (UL) • U.S.
Department of Homeland Security • Valid USA • VeriFone • Visa Inc. • Vix Technology • Xerox • Wells Fargo
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YEAR IN REVIEW: MOBILE AND NFC COUNCIL CHAIR

Industry Momentum Drives Increased
Interest in Council
Significant developments in the mobile and payment industries focused on explaining HCE and its implications from development
have elevated the interest and participation in the Mobile and and security perspectives. The participation and leadership from
NFC Council to over 70 Smart Card Alliance organizations. The members in creating these white papers were extraordinary and as
Council continues to pursue its goal
a result these white papers were
of raising awareness of mobile and
very well received.
NFC technologies, specifically in
As mobile acts as a foundational
the context of new industry develAs mobile acts as a foundational
platform for numerous other
opments and the potential benefits
platform for numerous other
technologies, the Council generates
from these developments for memtechnologies, the Council geninteresting cross-council discussions
ber organizations.
erates interesting cross-council
discussions with the Payments,
with the Payments, Transportation,
So far, 2014 has seen some exciting
Transportation, Access Control
Access Control and Identity Councils.
developments in the mobile, NFC
and Identity Councils. These
and payments space. Most notably,
cross-council discussions led
the long awaited arrival of NFC
to the following exciting joint
on the iPhone has given the NFC
workshops:
industry a much needed shot in the arm. Apple’s introduction
of iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus, along with iOS8, has application
• 2014 Payments Summit workshop, The Changing U.S.
developers excited about the potential to create a plethora of new
Payments Landscape: The Impact of EMV and Mobile on the
applications on the iOS platform. Specifically, the combination of
Payments Acceptance Infrastructure, in collaboration with the
biometric identification via the fingerprint sensor and proximity
Payments & Transportation Councils (Feb 2014)
tap via NFC has application developers thinking of uses cases that
• ISC West workshop, Mobile Devices and Identity and Access
may have been limited in the past.
Control Applications, in collaboration with the Access
Control and Identity Councils (Apr 2014)
Another notable development was the introduction of Host Card
• NFC Solutions Summit workshop, NFC Mobile Security
Emulation (HCE) for the Android ecosystem. With HCE, applicaApproaches and Business Applications (June 2014)
tions running on the Android operating system can now directly
receive NFC data. In the past all NFC traffic was directed to secure The Mobile and NFC Council is getting ready for another year of
applications running on a secure element. Google’s introduction of exciting activities. A Council member survey generated more than
HCE has similarly generated a lot of excitement for Android ap- 15 different ideas that members would like to see the Council work
plication developers. Even organizations, especially in the financial on. I am very excited to lead the council through these activities
and retail space, who have been struggling to create business agree- and I continue to solicit your participation to make this Council
ments with secure element owners are closely evaluating HCE as a a success.
go-to-market approach.
Thank you for all your support!
These positive developments in the mobile industry will continue
to drive strong debate and partnerships in the industry, and the
Mobile and NFC Council has been busy facilitating some of these
discussions. Earlier in the year the Council worked on two white
papers. The first,“Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 101: A Technology
Primer with Example Use Cases,” focused on explaining BLE technology and the various use cases that could enhance the consumer
experience. The second, titled “Host Card Emulation (HCE) 101,”
Sadiq Mohammed
Vice President, Emerging Payments
MasterCard
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Bluetooth Low Energy 101 and Retail Use Cases

T

he evolution of mobile applications and mobile payments
industries has been accompanied by the continual introduction of new technologies. Currently, two mobile technologies are attracting attention: host card emulation (HCE) with
Near Field Communication (NFC) and Bluetooth® low energy
(BLE).
BLE is a wireless computer network technology designed and marketed as Bluetooth Smart by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group
(SIG). While originally intended for use in the healthcare, fitness,
security, and home entertainment industries, BLE shows promise
for geolocation and other functions in stadium, retail, restaurant,
transit and other applications. In comparison with “classic” Bluetooth, BLE requires considerably less power and incurs lower costs
while providing a similar or larger communication range.
Key features of BLE include:
• Three power consumption modes: ultra-low peak, average,
and idle
• The ability to run for long periods with standard or coin-cell
batteries
• Multi-vendor interoperability
• Enhanced range (vs. classic Bluetooth)
• A frequency-hopping capability that detects other devices in
the spectrum and avoids the frequencies they are using
• A hands-free customer experience
BLE’s proximity detection capability offers multiple advantages for
retail use cases:
• Improved operational efficiency for targeted promotions
and information, which reduces the cost of marketing and
customer service
• A more positive customer engagement. Customers and
prospects who receive the right content in the right place at
the right time are far more likely to act
• The opportunity for managers to capture and analyze data
on how customers behave and adjust digital content and the
physical environment accordingly
• The opportunity for creating innovative check-out processes

RETAIL USE CASES FOR BLE
Retail merchants are exploring how they can best increase traffic to
drive new revenue and build recurring business.
Using BLE to contact a consumer’s phone when the consumer is
close to a certain location can be useful for many types of businesses. BLE-enabled apps can react when a consumer approaches
a business, product or area within a business to offer a variety of
business-specific opportunities.
BLE can be used by retailers to provide advertising, offers, coupons, product information, and other services based on the con-
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sumer’s location. BLE beacons can also help retailers track where
consumers go (with or without consumer interaction), allowing
the retailer to optimize merchandise placement.
For example, picture a consumer about to enter a department
store. Before setting foot in the store, the consumer receives a coupon for items purchased in the past and advertisements for items
the retailer believes the consumer may want to purchase. Noting
that the coupon is for something needed, the consumer heads to
that department to purchase the item. On the way, the consumer passes the shoe section, at which point a coupon is sent to the
consumer’s phone advertising a current special; being in a hurry,
however, the consumer keeps walking. On the way to checkout,
the consumer sees a set of glassware that would be nice for a dinner party planned for the weekend and picks up the glassware for
purchase. After checking out, the store uses BLE to thank the consumer and includes an offer to join the store’s loyalty program.
In this example, the merchant was able to use BLE to accomplish
the following:
• Convert a coupon to a sale
• Expand the merchant’s value in the eyes of the customer
• Offer a loyalty program that will increase customer visits and
revenue from that consumer
• Evaluate where the customer went in the store and how long
the consumer stayed in one place

CONCLUSIONS
BLE can serve both as a complement to and a replacement for a
variety of wireless connectivity options, including NFC, WiFi, and
bar code technologies. By combining cost-effective deployment
of location-aware peripherals with a power-efficient, secure, and
responsive communications protocol, the technology can facilitate
the rapid exchange of information, including location and promotion data.
Operationally, environments such as event management facilities,
retail, restaurants, and public transit can benefit from BLE’s ability to facilitate frictionless engagement between the consumer’s
smartphone, the local terminal infrastructure, and cloud-based applications. Consumers and business operators can share valuable
location data that can drive rewards, tailor offerings to be more
customer centric, and enable more efficient operations and better
customer service.
While there are a variety of security methodologies available to tailor security levels to the needs of the application, the nature of BLE
with its long distance pairing creates opportunities for tracking of
individuals, eavesdropping on transactions, spoofing of beacons,
and monitoring of behavior. As security concerns are addressed,
BLE may become a common and trusted transport layer for mobile
marketing, mobile services, and, potentially, mobile payment.

Host Card Emulation (HCE) 101

N

ear Field Communication (NFC) is a short-range RF
communication technology that is used for a variety of
applications, such as payment, ticketing, access, loyalty,
and coupons. Until recently, NFC applications using the card
emulation mode required applications and credentials to be stored
inside a hardware-based secure element (SE) on the mobile device.
Host card emulation (HCE) enables NFC devices to perform contactless transactions in card emulation mode when the application
and credentials are stored somewhere other than the SE: e.g., in the
cloud, in a trusted execution environment (TEE) on the mobile
device, or in a virtual, software-based infrastructure on the mobile
device.

SE-ENABLED CARD EMULATION
With SE-enabled card emulation, the NFC controller routes communication from the contactless reader or POS terminal to the
tamper-resistant SE. All NFC-enabled mobile devices implement
the capability to allow SEs to:
1. Communicate with the NFC controller, and through it, with
contactless readers to perform transactions.
2. Communicate with user-interfacing mobile applications
running on the mobile device operating system.
3. Communicate over-the-air with the credential provisioning
infrastructure.
Credentials are provisioned in the SE by the trusted service manager (TSM), requiring cooperation and integration among multiple
entities. Credentials in an SE are stored in security domains that
adhere to GlobalPlatform specifications. Each service provider or
HCE-enabled device
(e.g., Android KitKat 4.4 or Blackberry)

HOST CARD EMULATION
HCE introduces an option for the NFC controller to now route
communication from the contactless reader to an HCE service on
the mobile device’s host CPU (which can be part of a mobile application with a user interface, such as a mobile wallet). The credentials used by this HCE service can be stored in the application
itself, or they could be stored in other secure locations such as a
TEE or an SE. While the HCE service could connect in real-time or
at given intervals with a cloud-based server to retrieve credentials,
real-time retrieval from the cloud is an unlikely option, as network
latency may result in a poor user experience.

HCE AND SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
HCE introduces certain new risks for NFC transactions.
Communication between the NFC controller and HCE-enabled
app can be spied on by malware. Malware can attack the operating
system, a risk which is exacerbated when the handset is compromised by exploiting, rooting or jailbreaking. The malware itself
may also be able to exploit, root or jailbreak the device, or spoof the
user into initiating such actions. In addition, denial of service attacks can take place if routing is changed by a malware application.
HCE implementations need to consider the security requirements
for the applications and take risk mitigation approaches to bolster
the security of HCE implementations. Approaches could include:
white box cryptography; tamper proofed software; biometric factors; device identity; use of a trusted execution
environment; encryption; tokenization; and/or use of the
secure element.

CONCLUSIONS

Processing
Platform
Mobile OS
Mobile Wallet

Payment
Credentials
Vault

issuer is assigned a specific domain, and each domain is protected
by cryptographic keys that protect it from any unauthorized access.

NFC Chip

Issuers
Payment credentials
stored in the cloud

Obtaining Credentials from the Cloud Using HCE

Card emulation has been the most popular, but also the
most controversial, mode for NFC applications, due to
the need to access the SE that is owned and controlled by
another party. HCE significantly changes card emulation
implementation requirements and introduces new business considerations for service providers and issuers wishing to use their credentials for NFC use cases.
Along with the greater flexibility HCE offers for service
providers and issuers, comes advantages and trade-offs to
the traditional SE model and accompanying ecosystem.
Some advantages include more direct control and fewer
dependencies on other ecosystem players. Some disadvantages include a less secure implementation and, possibly, a degraded end user experience. The list of advantages
and trade-offs will change as more HCE-based solutions
are deployed and used in commercial practice.
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HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COUNCIL

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COUNCIL MISSION
Promote the adoption of smart cards for healthcare and human services applications and within
the national health IT infrastructure and educate the healthcare market on why smart card
technology is the appropriate solution for healthcare identity management applications.

OFFICERS
• Chair: Open
• Vice Chair: David Batchelor, LifeMed ID,
Inc.

• Secretary: Hugh Gilenson, ABnote
STEERING COMMITTEE
•
•
•
•

David Batchelor, LifeMed ID, Inc.
Anna Fernezian, CSC
Hugh Gilenson, ABnote
Jim Zalnasky, Oberthur Technologies

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

• David Batchelor, LifeMed ID, Inc.
• Daniel Panboon, LifeMed ID, Inc.
• Morgan Richard, XTec, Incorporated

HONOR ROLL
•
•
•
•
•

David Batchelor, LifeMed ID, Inc.
Michael Magrath, Gemalto
Daniel Panboon, LifeMed ID, Inc.
Morgan Richard, XTec, Incorporated
Jim Zalnasky, Oberthur Technologies

2014 ACTIVITIES

• HIMSS 2014 pre-conference symposium,
Privacy and Security: Challenges and
Opportunities in Healthcare Identity,
leadership and participation
• NAHAM 2014 panel, Patient Access:
Best Practices and Standards for Patient
Authentication
• Patient Identity Perspectives, white paper
in process
• Participation in Workgroup for Electronic
Data Interchange (WEDI) white paper
project on smart card technology and
biometrics

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COUNCIL MEMBERS
ABnote • Accenture • Advanced Card Systems Ltd. • Bell Identification B.V. • Booz Allen
Hamilton • Clear2Pay • CSC • Datacard Group • Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) •
Deloitte & Touche LLP • Diebold • Eid Passport Inc. • ENTRUST • Fiserv • Gemalto • Giesecke & Devrient • HP Enterprise Services • Ingenico, North America • Lenel Systems International • LifeMed ID, Inc. • MasterCard • NXP Semiconductors • Oberthur Technologies •
OTI America • PPG Industries, Inc. • SAIC • STMicroelectronics • Thales • Tyco Software
House • Valid USA • VeriFone • Xerox • XTec, Incorporated
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• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections
• Relationships with Healthcare Information
and Management Systems Society
(HIMSS), Medical Identity Fraud Alliance
(MIFA), National Association of Healthcare
Access Management (NAHAM), Secure ID
Coalition and WEDI

YEAR IN REVIEW: HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES CHAIR

Council Predicts High Smart Card Adoption
Beyond Patient Identity
Smart cards have become necessary as the healthcare market wants place magnetic stripe cards, which have proven to be vulnerable to
a multi-purpose, secure and easily accepted credentialing token for fraud. Healthcare providers’ offices will need to replace their POS
identity, payment, and data storage for emergency situations, gov- systems with ones that accept EMV chip cards – providing the opernment compliance and population health. In 2014, the Health portunity to leverage the new chip acceptance infrastructure for
and Human Services Council educated stakeholders about the healthcare identity applications as well.
importance of preventing keystroke
To support the “Population Health”
errors, misidentification and fraud,
concept of improving the health
eliminating duplicate and overlay reSmart card solutions are essential
and wellness of individuals through
cords, and increasing data, collections
market acceptance and awareand billing accuracy by using smart
in automating secure and private
ness, smart cards are beginning to
card technology.
identity authentication and data
be used in initiatives that pioneer
storage for all workflows including
care delivery nationwide to bridge
The Council has contributed to white
national disaster situations.
government, providers, merchants,
papers and identified national convendors and patients. A streamferences and panel opportunities to
lined continuum of care optimizes
convey the significance of healthcare
efficiencies, increases health outidentity management to the government, public and private sectors. National associations and policy comes and improves economic stability. Communities have begun
leaders are recognizing and speaking about the importance of us- to envision programs and implement smart card technology to
ing smart cards for credentialing providers and patients. In Oc- securely share and analyze data collected from healthcare facilitober, 2014, the Medical Identity Fraud Alliance (MIFA) asked ties and merchants to encourage healthier living. In October 2014,
Council members to speak about medical identity fraud manage- Council members led the development of a Healthcare ID Secument and protection through the use of mobile devices and smart rity Track for the Smart Card Alliance 13th Annual Government
cards. Smart card solutions are essential in automating secure and Conference that brought together industry leaders speaking about
private identity authentication and data storage for all workflows smart card security and privacy measures that address all industry
including national disaster situations. The Pandemic and All Haz- goals and demands.
ards Preparedness Act prompted the HHS Office of Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response to implement credentialing Through our education programs that include event panels, wesolutions that assist doctors and government officials. The ONC binars and other resources, the Council will continue to educate
has also recognized the importance of universal patient identifica- the nation on the importance of strong authentication using smart
tion and, in February 2014, published “Patient Identification and card technology. The Council also plans to define new projects to
Matching Report,” mentioning smart cards as a source for unique assist in leading the healthcare market evolution to more secure
patient identifiers.
identity authentication technologies.
National public and private organizations are creating industryleading standards and reports that distinguish smart cards as a
preferred credentialing token due to their ability to increase patient safety and reduce administrative costs. In September 2014, a
WEDI working group completed the “Subscriber Smart Card Research Paper” (which was pending WEDI approval as of this letter).
The report concluded that smart cards offer significant potential to
reduce identity theft, combat fraud, increase privacy, and improve
patient matching in MPIs, health record reliability, evidence-based
medicine, provider performance, public health, and research.
Credit cards are expected to be replaced in 2015 by EMV chip
cards that contain smart card technology. This movement will re-

We look forward to another successful year for the Health and Human Services Council and would welcome new Alliance member
participation in our activities.

David Batchelor
CEO, Chairman & Founder
LifeMed ID
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IDENTITY COUNCIL

IDENTITY COUNCIL MISSION
Promote best policies and practices concerning person and machine identity, including strong
authentication and the appropriate authorization across different use cases.

OFFICERS
• Chair: Bryan Ichikawa, Deloitte &

Touche LLP
• Vice chair: Neville Pattinson, Gemalto
• Secretary: Salvatore D’Agostino,
IDmachines

STEERING COMMITTEE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
Francine Dubois, NagraID Security
Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
Chris Gardner, SecureKey Technologies
Bryan Ichikawa, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Neville Pattinson, Gemalto
Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
Chris Williams, Leidos

2014 ACTIVITIES

• ISC West workshop, Mobile Devices and
Identity and Access Control Applications, in
collaboration with the Access Control and
Mobile and NFC Councils
• Submission of comments to NIST on draft
SP 800-157, in collaboration with the
Access Control Council
• Submission of comments to NIST on draft
SP 800-73-4, in collaboration with the
Access Control Council
• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections

IDENTITY COUNCIL MEMBERS
3M Cogent, Inc. • ABnote • Accenture • Advanced Card Systems Ltd. • Athena Smartcard
Solutions Ltd. • Booz Allen Hamilton • CertiPath • CH2M HILL • Consult Hyperion • CPI
Card Group • Cryptography Research, Inc. • CSC • Datacard Group • Defense Manpower
Data Center • Deloitte & Touche LLP • Eid Passport Inc. • ENTRUST • Exponent • Fiserv •
Gemalto • General Services Administration • Giesecke & Devrient • HID Global • HP
Enterprise Services • Identification Technology Partners, Inc. • Identiv • IDmachines •
Infineon Technologies • Initiative for Open Authentication • IQ Devices • Leidos, Inc. •
Lenel Systems International • Multos International • NagraID Security • NIST • NXP
Semiconductors • Probaris, Inc. • Quantum Secure Inc. • SAIC • SecureKey Technologies •
Stanley Security Solutions • Tyco Software House • Ultra Electronics Card Systems • U.S.
Department of Homeland Security • U.S. Department of State • Wells Fargo • Xerox • XTec,
Incorporated
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TOP CONTRIBUTORS

• Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
• Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
• Lars Suneborn, Smart Card Alliance
(formerly Identiv)

HONOR ROLL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Christian Ali, SecureKey Technologies
Andrew Atyeo, Intercede
Kirk Brafford, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Peter Cattaneo, Intercede
Stu Cox, Giesecke & Devrient
Salvatore D’Agostino, IDmachines
Chris Edwards, Intercede
Frazier Evans, Booz Allen Hamilton
Walter Hamilton, Identification Technology
Partners
Bryan Ichikawa, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Dave Mahdi, SecureKey Technologies
Brad McGoran, Exponent, Inc.
James McLaughlin, Gemalto
Neville Pattinson, Gemalto
Steve Rogers, IQ Devices
Brian Russell, XTec, Incorporated
Jim Sheire, NIST
Lars Suneborn, Smart Card Alliance
(formerly Identiv)
Abel Sussman, Booz Allen Hamilton
Mike Zercher, NXP Semiconductors

YEAR IN REVIEW: IDENTITY COUNCIL CHAIR

Authentication Was Focus for the Year
As a security practitioner looking over my shoulder at the year that
just whizzed by, the trail is dotted with numerous instances of a
common theme. Breaches. Federal and state governments, financial institutions, healthcare systems, retailers, airlines, restaurants,
and countless others continually make the news as their systems
fall prey to hackers and cybercriminals.

authentication using random one-time password generator technologies is another tool commonly used. And by October 2015,
the EMV standard should be widely deployed in the United States,
enabling stronger authentication for credit and debit card transactions at retail locations, and making it much more difficult to clone
or counterfeit bank cards.

These breaches come in a wide variety of cases. Some are based The authentication game is changing as we speak. The sheer volon malware, some are attacks on the infrastructure, and some are ume and sophistication of the criminal element are truly impressive. Attack vectors are no longer
insider jobs. The information leaked
single threaded and they reprerepresents a wide variety of data.
sent new levels of complexity that
They are personally identifiable data
The authentication game is changing
are extremely difficult to combat.
such as your social security number,
as we speak. The sheer volume
Operation Emmental, named
some are user ids and passwords,
after the Swiss cheese due to the
some are financial information, and
and sophistication of the criminal
predominant target being Swiss
some are purely personal, like your
element are truly impressive.
banks, successfully bypassed a
photo collection. The results of permobile operating-based two facsonal and private information comtor authentication system. Alpromise can range from irritating
ready, two-factor authentication
to embarrassing to financially disasby itself is no longer sufficient. Newer, stronger, cryptographic
trous.
solutions are coming, and strong device binding and mobile outThe use of a userid/password to gain access to your personal and of-band authentication are capabilities that can help raise the bar
privileged information is recognized as the weakest form of pro- significantly.
tection. Strong passwords are not the panacea to this growing issue; data breaches that steal one single userid/password can likely In 2013, as we looked forward to 2014, we discussed the notion of
unlock many accounts as many users simply use the same ones in how identity assurance would grow in both concept and practice,
multiple places. It makes no difference that your password is strong and it has. We also discussed how strong authentication and apand overly complicated because that’s not where the vulnerabilities propriate authorization across different use cases would start to become subjects of interest, and they have. Now, as we look forward
normally lie.
to 2015, we can expect that the number and severity of breaches
The National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC) will not subside; rather they will increase for a period of time.
was established in 2011 and charts a course for a public/private col- The criminal element is not sleeping and is increasingly pervasive
laboration to raise the trust levels for identities involved with on- across all industries in their persistence and perseverance. Authenline transactions. A third round of grants extends the pilot popula- tication – strong, cryptographic, multi-factor – call it what you
tion by three, and extends the breadth of capabilities embracing the will, we need more of it. And it needs to be better than it is today.
NSTIC guiding principles. At the ninth plenary meeting last June,
Special Assistant to the President and White House Cybersecurity
Coordinator Michael Daniel said, “…one of my key goals in my job
that I would really love to be able to do is to kill the password dead.”
Strong authentication techniques and technologies are becoming
more prevalent. One sector where this is very apparent is the financial sector. Many banking institutions have deployed a variety of
methods that help increase the security for both accessing account
data and performing online transactions. Protecting users from
entering password data into illicit sites by first verifying a shared
secret is one method that is commonly deployed. Multi-factor

Bryan K. Ichikawa
Senior Manager
Deloitte & Touche LLP
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PAYMENTS COUNCIL

PAYMENTS COUNCIL MISSION
Facilitate the adoption of chip-enabled payments and payment applications in the U.S. through
education programs for consumers, merchants, issuers, acquirers/processors, government
regulators, mobile telecommunications providers and payments service providers.
OFFICERS
• Co-chairs: Jack Jania, Gemalto, and Oliver
Manahan, MasterCard
• Vice chair: Troy Bernard, Discover
Financial Services
• Secretary: Deborah Baxley, Capgemini

STEERING COMMITTEE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Philip Andreae, Oberthur Technologies
Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Troy Bernard, Discover Financial Services
Deana Cook, Chase Card Services
Jose Correa, NXP Semiconductors
Terry Dooley, SHAZAM
Michael English, Heartland Payment
Systems
Greg Garback, WMATA
Simon Hurry, Visa, Inc.
Jack Jania, Gemalto
Bastian Knoppers, FIS
Oliver Manahan, MasterCard Worldwide
Arnaud Moser, Infineon Technologies
Nick Pisarev, G&D
JC Raynon, VeriFone Systems
John Smith, First Data Corporation

TOP CONTRIBUTORS
•
•
•
•

Philip Andreae, Oberthur Technologies
Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Jose Correa, NXP Semiconductors
Mike English, Heartland Payment Systems

HONOR ROLL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Philip Andreae, Oberthur Technologies
Ryan Barnes, TSYS
Deborah Baxley, Capgemini
Louis Bianchin, Valid USA
Brent Bowen, Valid USA
Deana Cook, Chase Card Services
Jose Correa, NXP Semiconductors
Terry Dooley, SHAZAM
Mike English, Heartland Payment Systems
Allen Friedman, Ingenico
Sarah Hartman, TSYS
Jack Jania, Gemalto
Christine Lopez, Vantiv
Oliver Manahan, MasterCard
Nick Pisarev, Giesecke & Devrient
Joe Scott, Visa, Inc.
John Smith, First Data Corporation
Brian Stein, CH2M Hill
Sree Swaminathan, First Data Corporation

2014 ACTIVITIES

• 2014 Payments Summit workshop, The
Changing U.S. Payments Landscape:
The Impact of EMV and Mobile on the
Payments Acceptance Infrastructure, in
collaboration with the Mobile and NFC
and Transportation Councils
• Card-Not-Present Fraud: A Primer on
Trends and Transaction Authentication
Processes white paper
• Technologies for Payment Fraud Prevention:
EMV, Encryption and Tokenization white
paper
• True Cost of Data Breaches in the Payments
Industry white paper, project in process
• EMV and Data Breaches: The Role of EMV
Technology in Mitigating Card Payments
Fraud white paper, project in process
• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections
• Relationships with EMV Migration Forum

PAYMENTS COUNCIL MEMBERS
ABnote • Accenture • American Express • Apriva • Bell Identification B.V. • Blackboard Inc. • Booz Allen Hamilton • Capgemini USA Inc. •
CH2M HILL • Chase Card Services • Clear2Pay • CorFire • CPI Card Group • CSC • Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc. • Datacard Group • DeviceFidelity, Inc. • Discover Financial Services • Double Diamond Group • Exponent • First Data Corporation • FIS • Fiserv • Gemalto • Giesecke
& Devrient • Heartland Payment Systems • Identiv • InComm • Infineon Technologies • Ingenico, North America • Initiative for Open Authentication • INSIDE Secure • Interac Association / Acxsys Corporation • JCB International Credit Card Co., Ltd. • Lenel Systems International • MasterCard Worldwide • Morpho • MTA New York City Transit • Multos International • NACHA -- The Electronic Payment Association • NagraID
Security • NXP Semiconductors • Oberthur Technologies • OTI America • Ready Credit Corporation • SHAZAM • STMicroelectronics • Thales •
TSYS • Tyfone • Underwriter Laboratories (UL) • United Services Automobile Association (USAA) • Valid USA • Vantiv • VeriFone • Visa, Inc. •
Vix Technology • Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) • Wells Fargo • Xerox
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YEAR IN REVIEW: PAYMENTS COUNCIL CO-CHAIRS

Council Efforts Focus on Securing
Entire Payments Ecosystem
Change has continued for the U.S. payments ecosystem in 2014, The third step in the Council’s educational efforts on securing the
and most of it has been positive and exciting – from the accelerating payments ecosystem was through the recently-published white paadoption of EMV chip payments to the growth of mobile and NFC per, “Technologies for Payment Fraud Prevention: EMV, Encryption
payments and open transit payments. Some of the changes have and Tokenization.” This white paper examines EMV, end-to-end
not been as positive, such as the troubling and increasing instances encryption (E2EE) or point-to-point encryption (P2PE), and toof data breaches at major retailers that have received widespread kenization, and discusses how, when implemented together, they
media coverage and uncovered security vulnerabilities in our pay- can secure the payments infrastructure and prevent payment fraud.
ment systems. These breaches were
The white paper details how the
a catalyst for Payments Council acthree technologies can provide
tivities this year, which focused on
a layered and effective security
The Council continued our ongoing
providing educational resources on
approach for any business that
educational efforts on the U.S. EMV
the ways to more thoroughly and
processes credit and debit card
migration and the impact of chip cardeffectively secure the entire paypayments, and offers considerbased technologies and processes to
ments infrastructure.
ations for implementation. The
help mitigate fraud losses and promote
white paper was viewed as a
major contribution to the payThe first step in the Council’s iniglobal payments interoperability.
ments industry and a valuable
tiatives was to continue our edutool for U.S. merchants.
cational efforts on the ongoing
migration to EMV in the U.S., and
the impact of chip card-based technologies and processes to help In 2015, the Payments Council will continue to be the industry’s
mitigate card-based fraud losses and promote global payments in- leading educator and resource as we make even bigger strides
teroperability. For many years, the Payments Council has provided forward in payments. We look forward to working together and
this education through webinars, white papers and FAQs. In 2014, alongside our fellow Councils and the EMV Migration Forum to
the Council members contributed to strong educational sessions provide educational materials to help ensure the successful move
on EMV at the 2014 Smart Card Alliance Payments Summit, and towards more secure, convenient and innovative payments techworked collaboratively with the EMV Migration Forum to help ac- nologies.
celerate EMV adoption in the U.S.
It is a great privilege to serve as Co-Chairs of the Payments CounThe next step was to provide education on securing the card-not- cil, and we thank all of our Council participants for their valuable
present (CNP) channel during the migration to EMV. As we know, contributions throughout this year and every year.
criminals will go after the weakest link in the chain. As a result,
some countries that have implemented EMV chip payments have
reported fraudsters shifting their attention away from the physical POS to e-commerce channels where it can be easier to make
fraudulent purchases.
In order to provide education on how the U.S. payments industry
can proactively strengthen the security of CNP channels while simultaneously migrating to higher levels of security in-store with
EMV chip technology, the Payments Council published the white
paper “Card-Not-Present Fraud: A Primer on Trends and Transaction Authentication Processes.” We recommend the white paper as a
great resource on fraud trends and on how to add essential security
for CNP transactions.

Jack Jania
Senior Vice President
of Strategic Partnerships
Gemalto

Oliver Manahan
Vice President of Emerging Payments
MasterCard Worldwide
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Card-Not-Present Fraud: A Primer on Authentication
Methods for e-Commerce Transactions

C

ard-not-present (CNP) fraud involves the unauthorized
use of a credit or debit card number to purchase products
or services in a setting where the customer and merchant
are not interacting face-to-face. This can be in an Internet (or ecommerce) transaction from either a computer or a mobile device,
or a transaction that takes place over the telephone or through mail
order.
There are three important areas to consider when discussing CNP
fraud and consumer authentication.
First is the growth in e-commerce, which is projected to be a growing fraction of total retail transactions.
Second, payment account information that is stolen in data breaches is sold to fraudsters and used to either create counterfeit cards or
conduct e-commerce transactions.
Third, addressing CNP fraud risk is an important topic as the
U.S. moves to EMV chip payments at the physical point-of-sale
(POS) to address the growing problem of counterfeit fraud. EMV
has been proven effective at reducing counterfeit card fraud globally. Experience in other countries, however, has also found that as
counterfeit card fraud declines, fraudsters move to other channels,
such as e-commerce, and CNP fraud increases as a proportion of
total fraud.

AUTHENTICATION FOR CNP TRANSACTIONS
The challenge with CNP transactions is authenticating that the
purchaser is who they say they are and is the true account holder.
In a face-to-face transaction at the POS, a cardholder uses a card
(something owned) and, if prompted, a personal identification
number (PIN, something known) or a signature (a biometric), providing two-factor authentication. This process for authenticating
cardholder identity isn’t replicated for e-commerce transactions.
E-commerce retailers and the payments industry currently take
a variety of approaches to authenticate consumers. Some general
classes of approaches include static or random passwords, dynamic
information such as one-time passwords generated in software or
using a smart card or mobile phone, knowledge-based approaches
(such as asking secret questions), and device fingerprinting, where
some information is used to identify the device by which the user
is accessing an e-commerce site.
The payments industry has implemented a number of standard
approaches for CNP authentication. Asking for the cardholder’s
zip code to do address verification and entering the “card security
code” printed on the card are common methods used by many,
but not all, merchants. Card issuers validate that this information
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is correct during the transaction authorization. The payments
networks’ 3D Secure software protocol is also used by merchants
and issuers to validate cardholder identity during an e-commerce
transaction.
E-commerce retailers typically implement multiple solutions to
mitigate CNP fraud or use a commercial service to mitigate transaction risk. Since merchants today assume the costs of CNP fraud
as well as typically pay higher fees for e-commerce transactions,
merchants may have their own internal fraud departments and often use tools to score the risk of online shopping behavior to determine which online purchases to accept, reject or send for review.
Ultimately, e-commerce retailers have to balance the risk of losses
due to fraud with making the purchase process more difficult for
the consumer. The more difficult it is for the consumer to purchase
online, the more likely they’ll abandon the transaction – leading to
lost revenue. So each e-commerce merchant will take different approaches based on its transaction volume and potential for fraud.

CONCLUSION
Mitigating an increase in CNP fraud requires devising and implementing solutions for authenticating customers in CNP scenarios.
Different solutions are currently available in the marketplace; most
rely on the use of a common set of authentication building blocks
to get the job done. To date, merchants have chosen which solution to implement because they have assumed the risk of losses
due to fraud and abandoned purchases. The approach taken by
merchants varies by merchant size and customer/traffic profile.
Because issuers have not been liable for CNP fraud, it is understandable that their role in preventing it has been fairly limited. Issuers can choose to participate in emerging processes for standardizing CNP authentication across merchants. Doing so will provide
consumers with a more trouble-free experience when shopping
virtually.
With the U.S. migration to EMV addressing counterfeit card fraud,
it’s critically important that the industry take proactive steps to
deal with the potential increase in CNP fraud, especially as new
and large data breaches continue to compromise cardholder information. Identifying best practice strategies for merchants, evaluating industry-wide approaches that deal with risk at the payments
system level, and engaging issuers in the fraud mitigation process
are critical. Important factors for success will be not only effectiveness in reducing CNP fraud, but also ease of merchant implementation and customer ease of use.

Technologies for Payment Fraud Prevention:
EMV, Encryption and Tokenization

I

mplementing EMV, encryption and tokenization provides a
better solution for payments security than any single technology used by itself.

To understand how EMV, encryption and tokenization work together to provide transaction security, it is helpful to consider
card-present, card-not-present (CNP) and mobile transaction use
cases for customers presenting payment credentials to merchants.

CARD-PRESENT TRANSACTIONS
EMV was designed to combat counterfeit card fraud in a cardpresent environment. Key EMV security features include:
• Card authentication using dynamic authentication data,
which proves that a card is authentic
• EMV chip transaction data, which cannot be used to create
counterfeit magnetic stripe cards
• Potential use of a PIN, providing stronger verification of
cardholder identity and addressing lost and stolen card fraud.

EMV +
Encryption

Card-Present

PIN can be used
to verify the
card member

EMV
Device

ENCRYPTION*

EMV +
Tokenization +
Encryption

Device
containing
a token

CNP transactions occur when the customer and merchant are not
interacting face-to-face. In the CNP environment, security approaches should consider:
• Some form of cardholder authentication, such as 3D Secure
• Encryption to protect data-in-transit and data-at-rest
• Tokenization to protect data

MOBILE TRANSACTIONS WITH CREDENTIALS
STORED IN THE CLOUD

Acquirer

Payment
Network

Issuer

SUMMARY

Terminal

ENCRYPTION*
Tokenization +
Encryption

CNP TRANSACTIONS

Mobile payment solutions that store payment credentials in the
cloud but present them in a face-to-face environment are now
typically considered CNP transactions. The industry has launched
a number of initiatives to
develop specifications for
tokenized credentials that
can be used for mobile comCryptogram is passed to issuer for validation
Card is authenticated by the issuer
merce transactions.

Card is authenticated
offline by the terminal
Merchant

action. As with the other card-present use cases, EMV protects
against counterfeit credentials and provides credential authentication. The merchant may also use encryption and/or tokenization
to protect the transaction information while at rest or in transit.

eCommerce
token

Cryptogram is passed to issuer for validation
Token replaces actual account number

Token
Service
Provider

Card-Not-Present
* Data at rest or in transit is protected by E2EE or P2PE

Role of EMV, Encryption and Tokenization in the Payment Ecosystem

Encryption can protect transaction data at rest and in transit,
whether it’s a magnetic stripe or EMV chip transaction. The combination of EMV and encryption protects transactions in the cardpresent environment. Merchants can implement this two-layered
approach to protect their card acceptance environment from becoming a source of fraudulent transactions.
Tokenization may also be implemented in card-present environments to secure data-at-rest. For example, merchants may store
tokens to identify consumer transactions, simplifying the return
experience without needing to store encrypted account data.
EMV tokens on a mobile device can also be used in the card-present environment. When the consumer uses a device with EMV
credentials stored in a secure element and accessed through a mobile wallet, the transaction would be a card-present EMV trans-

By implementing a layered
approach using all three
technologies together (as
shown in the figure), the industry can significantly improve payment transaction
protection.
Key guiding principles for
the layered security approach

are:
• Continued migration away from transactions based on static
authentication by implementing EMV for the card-present
environment
• Protection of data-at-rest and data-in-transit, for both cardpresent and CNP environments
• Adoption of encryption and tokenization technologies
to protect sensitive data, for both card-present and CNP
environments
• Adoption of cardholder authentication for the card-notpresent environment

No silver bullet is available to stop fraud. However, a layered security method that includes EMV, tokenization, and encryption is the
right approach for securing payment card transactions.
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TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL

TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL MISSION
Promote the adoption of interoperable contactless smart card payment systems for transit
and other transportation services and accelerate the deployment of standards-based
smart card payment programs within the transportation industry.

OFFICERS

• Chair - Gerald Kane, Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
(SEPTA)
• Vice chair, transit - Open
• Vice chair, tolling - Mike Nash, Xerox
• Vice chair, parking - Steven Grant, LTK
Engineering Services

STEERING COMMITTEE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Julie Green, LTK Engineering Services
Linh Huynh, INSIDE Secure
Kathy Imperatore, PATCO
Jennifer Dogin, MasterCard Worldwide
Celine Mantoux, Giesecke & Devrient
Kenneth Mealey, American Express
Pradap Mistry, Cubic Transportation
Systems
Eric Reese, Chicago Transit Authority
Craig Roberts, Incomm
Eric Schindewolf, Visa, Inc.
John Vasilj, Accenture

TOP CONTRIBUTORS

• Steven Grant, LTK Engineering Services
• Amy Linden, MTA New York City Transit
• Mike Nash, Xerox

HONOR ROLL

• Catherine Amann, American Express
• Lanny Byers, Consult Hyperion
• David deKozan, Cubic Transportation
Systems
• Mike Dinning, U.S. Department of
Transportation / Volpe Center
• Steven Grant, LTK Engineering Services
• Jerry Kane, Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority (SEPTA)
• Amy Linden, MTA New York City Transit
• Mark Lulic, MasterCard
• Jane Matsumoto, Accenture
• Mike Nash, Xerox
• Polly Okunieff, Xerox
• Pawel Politewicz, Discover Financial
Services

TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL MEMBERS
ABnote • Accenture • Advanced Card Systems Ltd. • American Express • Bank of America •
Bell Identification B.V. • Blackboard Inc. • Booz Allen Hamilton • Capgemini USA Inc. •
CH2M HILL • Chase Card Services • Chicago Transit Authority • Clear2Pay • Consult Hyperion • C-SAM • CSC • Cubic Transportation Systems • Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) •
Deloitte & Touche LLP • DeviceFidelity, Inc. • Discover Financial Services • Double Diamond
Group • FIME • First Data Corporation • Gemalto • Giesecke & Devrient • Heartland Payment Systems • Identification Technology Partners • Identiv • IDmachines • InComm •
Infineon Technologies • INIT Innovations in Transportation • INSIDE Secure • Intelligent
Parking Concepts LLC • Interac Association/Acxsys Corporation • Invoke Technologies • LTK
Engineering Services • MasterCard • Metropolitan Transportation Commission • Morpho •
MTA New York City Transit • NXP Semiconductors • Oberthur Technologies • OTI America •
Port Authority of NY/NJ • Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO) • Ready Credit
Corporation • Regional Transportation Authority • San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District • Scheidt & Bachmann • Smartrac N.V. • Softcard • Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) • STMicroelectronics • Thales • TransitCenter • Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) • U.S. Department of Transportation/Volpe Center • Utah Transit Authority • Valid USA • Vantiv • VeriFone • Visa, Inc. • Vix Technology • Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority (WMATA) • Xerox • XTec, Incorporated
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•
•
•
•

Craig Roberts, Incomm
Eric Schindewolf, Visa, Inc.
Brian Stein, CH2M Hill
Katina Vaughan, Dallas Area Rapid Transit
(DART)

2014 ACTIVITIES

• 2014 Payments Summit workshop, The
Changing U.S. Payments Landscape: The
Impact of EMV and Mobile on the Payments
Acceptance Infrastructure, in collaboration
with the Mobile and NFC and Payments
Council
• U.S. EMV Migration Impacts on Parking,
white paper in process, discussing
guidelines on timeline and impact of EMV
on the U.S. parking industry
• U.S. Migration to EMV and the Challenges
for U.S. Public Transit Agencies, white paper
in process, identifying the specific areas of
U.S. EMV migration impact on transit and
providing an informed starting point for
discussions among industry stakeholders
• Transit Industry and Payment Brands
project in process, discussing topics to
enhance the cross-industry dialog and
focusing on transit industry acceptance of
contactless open loop payment cards
• Projects being defined: educational
workshop on open payments in transit;
white paper on reference enterprise
architecture on transit open payment
system white paper; project on multimodal convergence of transportation
payment systems and travel information
• Completion of Council Steering
Committee and officer elections
• Relationship with EMV Migration Forum

YEAR IN REVIEW: TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL CHAIR

Initiatives Saw Positive Response from Commuters
Transportation payment innovations continued throughout 2014, the challenges it faces with the advent of EMV. The parking inled by Transport for London’s (TfL) acceptance of bank-issued dustry estimates its annual revenue to hover between $35 and $40
cards for the London Underground and commuter rail. Following billion with operations divided between the public and private
on the heels of open payment on London buses in 2012, TfL be- sector. The paper seeks to create an industry strategy to navigate
came one of the largest transit systems on the globe to accept pay- the EMV landscape by focusing on the various stakeholders in the
parking ecosystem, examining
ment cards at the point of entry. The
issues such as the EMV terminal
total number of journeys on tube
and card interface options, and
and rail services in London reached
Like all merchants nationwide, the
identifying industries with comover 375,000 and the total number
transportation industry must evaluate
monalities of interest and potenof journeys on London buses and
tial for alliances with industry
trams since contactless payments
the benefits, costs and timing of
associations.
is over 785,000, according to 2014
legacy system upgrades to accept
figures from TfL, the local governEMV chip cards, or assume risk
Multimodal payments continued
ment organization responsible for
liability of foregoing the investment.
to gain traction in the transpormost aspects of London’s transport
tation industry in 2014 and insystem.
cluded the following noteworthy
events:
Closer to home, Salt Lake City and
• The Express Lanes demonstration project in Los Angeles,
Chicago both represented early adopters of fare payment with
which linked transit and toll payments, was adopted as a
bank cards, offering riders numerous choices to pay fares; several
permanent program and is expected to expand to other
agencies were either in the early design or implementation stage of
corridors;
open payment projects, including Washington, D.C. (WMATA),
• The U.S. Department of Transportation will sponsor of a
Philadelphia (SEPTA), and New York City (NY MTA).
proof-of-concept demonstration of linked transportation
payment accounts in 2015; and
This past year also saw expanded use of mobile ticketing. In Texas,
• The Intelligent Transportation Systems Committee of the
Dallas (DART), Fort Worth and Denton County Transit have all
International Standards Organization has initiated an activity
launched mobile ticketing applications and reported positive acto explore a multimodal payment standard.
ceptance by riders; likewise, NJ Transit, Boston’s MBTA and New
York’s Long Island Railway introduced mobile ticketing and witnessed widespread customer satisfaction. Nationwide, numerous The Transportation Council activities for multimodal payment
agencies are in the process of issuing proposals for mobile ticketing convergence include planning for a workshop in the Washington,
D.C. area in early 2015 and will include the topic in the 2015 Payprojects or are deploying, such as Virginia Railway Express.
ments Summit agenda.
Within the Transportation Council, EMV migration continued to
represent the primary topic for work activities across three proj- A special thanks to all Council members for their participation,
ects. Two initiatives were carried over from last year, the first of contributions, and hard work during the year. With the great help
which was the white paper on transit industry’s challenges to meet of the Smart Card Alliance staff we look forward to a productive
the EMV requirements. The paper frames the key issues facing the year in 2015.
U.S. transit industry as it prepares for EMV chip card acceptance.
Like all merchants nationwide, the industry must evaluate the benefits, costs and timing of legacy system upgrades to accept EMV
chip cards, or assume risk liability of foregoing the investment. A
second project addressed the transit industry’s adoption of open
payments and its evolving role as a merchant. A third project unGerald Kane
derway this year centered on the parking industry and discusses
Senior Project Planner
New Payment Technologies
SEPTA
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EMV MIGRATION FORUM

EMV Migration Forum
Overview

EMV Migration Forum Officers
& Steering Committee

The Smart Card Alliance formally announced the creation of the
EMV Migration Forum (the Forum) on July 31, 2012, to address issues that require broad cooperation and coordination across many
constituents in the payments space in order to successfully introduce secure EMV contact and contactless technology in the United
States.

OFFICERS (2013-2014)
John Drechny, Walmart (Chair)
Dan Heimann, ACI Worldwide (Vice Chair – until
October 2014)
Patty Walters, Vantiv (Secretary)
Laura Ermer, McDonald’s (Treasurer – until June 2014)

Membership in the Forum includes nearly 170 global payments
brands, financial institutions, merchants, processors, acquirers,
regional debit networks, industry associations and industry suppliers. While part of the Smart Card Alliance corporate organization, the EMV Migration Forum has a separate membership and
includes organizations with no previous involvement with or usage
of smart cards or chip technology other than how this technology
integrates into the EMV payments infrastructure

STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS (2013-2014)
Carolyn Balfany, MasterCard Worldwide
Dave Burkhart, McDonald’s (effective June 2014)
Kristy Cook, Target
Chris Coward, Publix Super Markets
Karen Czack, American Express
Sarah Hartman, TSYS
Simon Hurry, Visa, Inc.
Dianne Johnson, ACI Worldwide (effective October 2014)
Jesse Lee, Wells Fargo
Nancy Loomis, First Data/STAR
Timothy Ludwig, JPMorgan Chase
Andrew Paur, Woodforest National Bank
Nick Pisarev, Giesecke & Devrient
Emily Santos, SunTrust
Elinor Smith, Discover Financial Services
Robin Trickel, Heartland Payment Systems
Bob Woodbury, FIS/NYCE
Brian Ziff-Levine, Navy Federal Credit Union

The Forum is a neutral, cross-industry group. The Forum provides member companies with a supportive and congenial venue
in which all payments stakeholders interact and work on projects
to facilitate a successful transition from magnetic stripe technology
to secure EMV contact and contactless technology in the United
States.
With its goal to address topics that require some level of industry
cooperation and/or coordination in order to achieve an efficient,
coordinated, and timely migration to EMV, the Forum is successful
due to its members and their collaborative work mindset.
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Cooperation and a Shared Sense of Purpose
This past September the EMV Migration Forum celebrated its To foster better communications about what was happening within
second anniversary as the principal organization supporting the the Working Committees and the Forum, we implemented an amU.S. migration to EMV chip technology with a two-day member bitious communications program. We launched a Forum member
meeting at McDonald’s headquarters near Chicago. The Forum bulletin, and to ensure that all Forum members were aware of the
has grown up quickly since its first informal meeting of payments most recent industry happenings, we distribute a weekly news distakeholders at MasterCard’s headquarters in Purchase, NY, in gest linking to topical news and articles. Along with the help of the
Communications and Education
2012. From those early discussions
Working Committees, we posted
it became obvious that the organizaindustry resources, prepared
tion had to address complex issues
The most complex and important
EMV FAQs, created an online
that required broad cooperation and
issue the Forum took on in 2014
press resource room, and introcoordination among groups on difduced the Knowledge Center on
ferent sides of the payments market,
had to do with EMV debit cards and
the EMV Connection web site.
namely the four payments brands,
the Federal Reserve’s rulemaking
major card issuers, merchants, and
decisions on the Durbin Amendment.
In 2014, Forum members met
the payments processors.
quarterly in two-day all-member
meetings. First-time attendees
The most complex and important ismixed with “regulars” at these
sue the Forum took on in 2014 had
to do with EMV debit cards and the Federal Reserve’s rulemaking meetings, sharing information, exchanging ideas, collaborating on
decisions on the Durbin Amendment. A federal judge ruled that projects and discussing new challenges. After each conference the
the Fed had erred in its interpretation of the law and made changes industry became more energized about the spirit and level of coto the regulations in place for routing debit transactions. This cre- operation among members in their mission to introduce EMV to
ated considerable friction among the regional debit networks and the United States.
the national debit networks and threatened to derail the timelines
for the migration. In the midst of these debates the Target data Central among these activities is our mission: to address issues that
breach and several subsequent breaches raised the awareness of require broad cooperation and coordination across many constituwhy EMV was urgently needed. After months of tense discussions ents in the payments space to ensure the successful adoption of
and negotiations helped along by the threat of further breaches and EMV-enabled cards, devices, and terminals across the U.S. market.
a successful appeal of the judge’s earlier ruling, the industry lead- In the past year, that mission has been tested and the EMV migraers resolved the issues and EMV migration began making progress tion Forum has proven to be capable and competent at aligning the
disparate business interests and technical requirements to keep the
again.
migration to EMV moving forward and reaching the targeted goals
The EMV Migration Forum – a separate organization that is af- for adoption set for late 2015.
filiated with the Smart Card Alliance – has been a unifying force
for addressing complex EMV issues because it has representatives Thank you to everyone who played a role in the Forum this year;
from all industry stakeholder groups – payment brands, issuers, we appreciate your support and look forward to working together
acquirer processors, merchants, debit networks, and industry towards new goals in 2015.
suppliers. The six Working Committees and two Special Interest
Groups work on the projects needed to educate and get consensus
among the industry representatives, producing sought-after white
papers and hosting webinars and educational sessions. Strategic
public relations efforts also raised the awareness of the Forum and
the importance of the work being done.

Randy Vanderhoof
Director
EMV Migration Forum
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EMV Migration Forum Membership:
170 Members
7-Eleven, Inc.
ABnote North America
Acculynk
ACI Worldwide
Aconite Technology Ltd.
Acquirer Systems
Alaric NCR
Alliance Data
AM World Solutions
American Express
Apriva
Argotechno
Arroweye Solutions, Inc.
Ascert, LLC
ATM Industry Association
Attra Infotech Private Limited
B2 Payment Solutions Inc.
Bank of America
Bank of the West
Bank Solutions Group
BankUnited
Barclaycard US
Barnes International Limited
Bell ID
BetterBuyDesign
BMO Harris Bank N.A.
BP Products NA
BPC Banking Technologies
Branch Banking & Trust
Company (BB&T)
Capital One
Card Services for Credit
Unions (CSCU)
CardConnect
Cardtek USA
Cardtronics USA
Catalyst Card Company
CETECOM INC.
Chevron
CITGO Petroleum
Corporation
Citibank
City National Bank
Clear2Pay
Clicks & Mortar Consulting,
Inc.
CMS Payments Intelligence
Cognizant Technology
Solutions
Columbus Data Services
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Computer Services, Inc.
Consult Hyperion (Hyperion
Systems Ltd.)
CPI Card Group
Credit Union 24 Network
CreditCall Corporation
Cryptomathic Inc.
Cubic Transportation
Systems, Inc.
Datacard Group
Debit Network Alliance
Diebold Incorporated
Discover Financial Services
E Chip LLC
E&S Consulting LLC
EFT Source, Inc.
Elan Financial Services
Elavon, Inc.
Electronic Funds Transfer
Association
Electronic Transaction
Association
Equinox Payments
Euro Tech Sales LLC
Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis
Fifth Third Bank
FIME
First Data
First National Bank of
Omaha
FIS
Fiserv
Galitt US
GE Capital Retail Bank
Gemalto
Giesecke & Devrient
Gilbarco
Heartland Payment Systems
HP Atalla Data Security
ICC Solutions Limited
ICTK Co., Ltd.
ID TECH, INC.
Infineon Technologies
InfoGard Laboratories
Ingenico Inc.
INSIDE Secure
IntelCav
Intelligent Parking Concepts
LLC

Interac Association
Jack Henry Processing
Solutions
JCB International Credit
Card Company
JPMorgan Chase
Kaiser Foundation Health
Plan, Inc.
Kohl’s Department Stores,
Inc.
KONA I co. Ltd.
Lowe’s
Macy’s Credit and Customer
Services
Magellan Consulting Inc.
MagTek Inc.
MasterCard Worldwide
McDonald’s
Merchant Advisory Group
Merchant Link, LLC
Merchant Warehouse
Morpho Cards USA, Inc.
MTA New York City Transit
Multos International Pte.
LTD.
Navy Federal Credit Union
NCR
NCR Retalix
NXP Semiconductors
Oberthur Technologies
Opus Software Solutions, Inc.
Paragon Application Systems
PCI Security Standards
Council, LLC
Pendum LLC
Perfect Plastic Printing
Phoenix Interactive Design,
Inc.
PNC Bank
PSCU
Publix Super Markets Inc.
Q-Card Company/Brush
Industries
RBS Citizens Financial Group
Regions Bank
Safeway Inc.
Savage Consulting Group
SCIL EMV Academy, Inc.
Sears Holdings Corporation
ServiRed S.A.

SHAZAM
Shift4 Corporation
Smartrac Technology Group
Softcard
Sony
State Farm Bank
Sterling Payment
Technologies
STMicroelectronics
SunTrust
Sutton Abinger
Target Corporation
TAS Group
TD Bank NA
Thales E-Security Inc.
The Home Depot
The Kroger Co.
The Members Group
The National ATM Council,
Inc.
The Walt Disney Co.
TransFirst LLC
Triton Systems of Delaware,
LLC
TSYS
UBIVELOX Inc.
UBS Bank USA
Underwriters Laboratories
(UL)
Union Bank, N.A.
UnionPay USA
USAA Federal Savings Bank
Valid USA
Vantiv
VeriFone, Inc.
Visa, Inc.
W. Capra Consulting Group
Wakefern Food Corp
Walgreen Co.
Walmart
Wells Fargo
Whole Foods Market, Inc.
Woodforest National Bank
WorldPay US
Xerox

As of November 7, 2014

EMV Migration Forum Working Committees
The EMV Migration Forum has six working committees and two
special interest groups focused on different topics relevant to EMV
migration. The working committee topics and activities are chosen by EMV Migration Forum members based on critical issues
discussed in the Forum meetings. Forum members can join any
working committee and lead or participate in committee projects.
Projects are defined by the committee members to focus on the
critical issues or challenges that impact the U.S. payments industry
migration to EMV. Working committees meet at EMV Migration
Forum in-person meetings and in regular teleconferences.
More than 400 EMV Migration Forum members participate in the
working committees, with each committee including participants
from all stakeholder categories. Members have had a busy year,
producing white papers, surveys, internal discussion documents,
process flows, and publications for the industry.
• ATM Working Committee, led by Stuart Mackinnon,
Columbus Data Services, Ron Schnittman, Bank of America,
and David Tente, ATM Industry Association
The ATM Working Committee goal is to explore the challenges
of EMV migration for the U.S. ATM industry, work to identify
possible solutions to challenges, and facilitate the sharing of

best practices with the various industry constituents, with the
goal result being more positive EMV migration experience for
consumers. The Working Committee will serve to provide input, solutions, and expertise that are specific to the needs of the
ATM channel to other EMV Migration Forum working committees. Recent projects include completing and publishing the
highly regarded “Implementing EMV at the ATM” white paper
and a soon-to-come appendix to the white paper, “PIN Change
at the ATM.”
• Card-Not-Present (CNP) Fraud Working Committee, led
by Dennis Gamiello, MasterCard, Joe Vasterling, Target, and
Sheryl York, Litle & Co.
The Card-Not-Present Fraud Working Committee goal is to
create a comprehensive best practices strategy to mitigate cardnot-present fraud in the new EMV chip card environment,
using a balanced approach considering all key stakeholders –
issuers, consumers, merchants, acquirers, networks and third
parties. Currently, the Working Committee is focused on the
development of an industry best practices white paper based
on the analyses of comprehensive fraud tool and authentication method assessments completed in late 2013/early 2014.

More than 400 EMV Migration Forum
members participate in the working
committees, with each committee including
participants from all stakeholder categories.
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EMV Migration Forum
Membership Mix
18

ACQUIRER/PROCESSOR

10

ASSOCIATION

5

GLOBAL BRANDS

16

CONSULTANT/INTEGRATOR

1

GOVERNMENT

70

INDUSTRY

26

ISSUERS

1

MOBILE

21

MERCHANTS

2

REGIONAL NETWORKS

170 TOTAL MEMBERS

• Communication and Education Working Committee, led by
Diane Jackson, CPI Card Group, Mansour Karimzadeh, SCIL,
and Cindy Knowles, FIS
The Communication and Education Working Committee goal
is to deliver a communications plan for key payments industry stakeholder that promotes an efficient, timely and effective
migration to EMV-enabled cards, devices and terminals in the
United States. Committee projects include the successful delivery of the Effective Communication Practices for U.S. Chip
Migration webinar, the launch of the EMV Migration Forum
Knowledge Center and more recently, the introduction of the
Online Card Authentication Animation which is currently underway.
• Debit and EMV Working Committee, led by Oliver Manahan,
MasterCard, and Emily Santos, SunTrust
The Debit and EMV Working Committee goal is to coordinate
across the payments industry to solve debit challenges with
EMV migration in the United States. The Committee includes
a broad cross-section of the payments industry including issuers, merchants, acquirers, processors, global payment brands,
regional debit networks, industry suppliers and industry associations. Earlier this year, the Working Committee met its
chartered objective by publishing the U.S. Debit EMV Technical
Proposal which sets forth a functional description of a possible
approach for a technical solution for U.S. debit routing.
• Testing and Certification Working Committee, led by Randy
Burnette, VeriFone, and Cindy Kohler, Visa
The Testing and Certification Working Committee goal is to
discuss the challenges with EMV certification and define ap56 Smart Card Alliance

proaches for achieving certification to meet the payment brand
milestones for fraud liability shift. Areas for focus include:
education on the testing and certification that is required for
different industry stakeholders; evaluation of current processes
to define approaches for streamlining testing and certification.
The Committee recently organized and conducted a training
workshop focused on development and implementation best
practices for testing and certification of EMV payment applications; the training was aimed specifically at value-added
resellers (VARs), independent software vendors (ISVs), and
independent service organizations (ISOs).
• U.S. Coordination Working Committee, led by Dan
Jovanovic, City National Bank, and Jan McGrath, MasterCard
The U.S. Coordination Working Committee goal is to identify
the specific areas that need coordination for the U.S. market
and to deploy projects for stakeholders to collaborate on critical issues. The Committee is exploring ways to obtain early
input on best practices for EMV-related operations and consumer and merchant messaging. The Committee is currently
focused on coordinating efforts with other, ongoing EMV migration trial or launch initiatives.

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
The EMV Migration Forum has two special interest groups (SIGs),
one for merchants and one for issuers. The Issuer SIG is led by
Jesse Lee, Wells Fargo, and the Merchant SIG is led by Kristy Cook,
Target.
SIGs meet at EMV Migration Forum in-person meetings and
gather members into “birds-of-a-feather” sessions to discuss topics
relevant to SIG participants.

LATIN AMERICA CHAPTER

SMART CARD ALLIANCE LATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN (SCALA) MISSION
Stimulate the understanding, adoption, use and widespread application of smart cards in the Americas.

SCALA Overview

SCALA Committees

The Smart Card Alliance Latin America &
the Caribbean chapter aimed to promote
the interoperability, understanding, convergence, and widespread innovation of
applications of integrated circuit card technology in the region.

PAYMENTS COUNCIL

Since then, through specific initiatives such
as education programs, market research,
advocacy, industry relations, and open
forums, SCALA keeps its members connected to the industry leaders, being the
single industry voice for smart cards, leading the discussion on the impact and value
of smart card technology in Latin America
and the Caribbean.

The council brings together payment industry stakeholders, including payment
industry leaders, merchants and suppliers,
and is working on projects related to EMV,
open payments, contactless payments,
chip-enabled e-commerce and other smart
card related projects. The Council’s goal is
to promote the market about the value of
chip-enabled payments in improving the
security.

SCALA Center of Excellence
The SCALA Center of Excellence will be
the first Integrated Circuit Card Training
Center for Latin America and the Caribbean. This center will be equipped to train
new and existing professionals to become
industry experts.
The Center will promote the synergy between technology suppliers, universities,
and key end users on the development of
Integrated Circuit Cards.
This will allow companies to reduce their
cost of training new recruits and provide
opportunities for participating university
students to enter the industry.
The Center is supported by SCALA’s affiliated companies, who have committed
resources and expertise to develop educational resources, technical documents, and
hands-on training for participating professionals.

The SCALA Payment Council focuses on
facilitating the adoption of chip-enabled
payments and related applications in Latin
America & the Caribbean.

Activities
The council works on projects to provide
educational resources for innovative and
convergence of smart card related implementations in transportation, and financial
sectors.
The SCALA Council played a key role in
the development of the “Card Payments
Roadmap in Latin America & the Caribbean: How does EMV impact the payments
infrastructure?” white paper. This technical
document was the base for the EMV Conferences.
EMVTour conferences were held in different countries of the region including:
• Quito, Ecuador
• Santiago, Chile
• Buenos Aires, Argentina
• Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
• San José, Costa Rica
Open Payment Initiative in Transportation
The focus of this project is on the evolution of payments in transportation moves

towards a system that accepts dual interface
EMV compliant cards such as pre-paid,
debit and credit cards.

IDENTITY COUNCIL
The SCALA Identity Council focuses on
promoting best policies and practices concerning smart card application in identity
within the Latin America & the Caribbean
region.
The council addresses the challenges of security identity and develops guidance for
organizations so that they can realize the
benefits that secure identity delivers.
The Council’s members share their experiences in a non-partisan manner with the
countries’ authorities in order to find solutions to the problems faced.
Activities
The council works on projects to raise
awareness of the issues that organization
and the public face in implementing and
using identity systems.
SCALA’s Identity Council provides support
to different projects such as:
• Government ID Credentials
• E-Passports
• E-Visas
• Driver’s License
• Social Security Systems
• Access Control
• National ID
• Healthcare
• Fare Collection & Transportation
Open Identity Initiative
The focus of this project is on the evolution of national identity, moving forward
toward a system that will allows different
countries to validate the National ID information.
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MEMBER DIRECTORY
3M Cogent, Inc.
3300 Acorn Street
Williamsburg, VA 23188
www.3M.com/IdentityManagement
A LA CARD Marketing and Consulting
Services Limited
112 Crawford Rose Drive
Aurora, ON L4G 4R9 Canada
www.alacard.com

Airbus Defense & Space
2550 Wasser Terrace
Suite 9000
Herndon, VA 20171
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com
Allegion
11819 N. Pennsylvania Street
Carmel, IN 46032
www.allegion.com

ABnote North America
225 Rivermoor Street
Boston, MA 02132
www.abnote.com

AMAG Technology, Inc.
20701 Manhattan Place
Torrance, CA 90501
www.amag.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

Accenture LLP
161 North Clark
Chicago, IL 60601
312-693-0161
www.accenture.com
Accenture is one of the world’s leading
organizations providing management
consulting, technology and outsourcing
services to help our clients become highperformance businesses and governments.

American Express
200 Vesey Street
New York City, NY 10080
212-640-9982
www.americanexpress.com
An engine of commerce, American
Express provides innovative payment,
travel and expense management solutions
for individuals and businesses of all sizes.

ACI Worldwide, Inc.
6060 Coventry Drive
Elkhorn, NE 68022
www.aciworldwide.com

Apriva
8501 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 110
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
www.apriva.com

ACT Canada
85 Mullen Drive
Ajax, ON L1T 2B3
Canada
www.actcda.com

Argotechno
201 S. Biscayne Blvd.
Ste. 1200
Miami, FL 33131
www.argotechno.com

Advanced Card Systems, Ltd.
Units 2010-2013, 20th floor
Chavalier Commercial Centre
8 Wang Hoi Road
Kowloon Bay, Hong Kong
www.asc.com.hk

AT&T Mobility Services LLC
705 Brokaw Road
Camano Island, WA 98282
www.att.com
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Athena Smartcard Solutions Inc.
16615 Lark Ave, Suite 202
Los Gatos, CA 95032
www.athena-scs.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

Bank of America
150 N. College St.
Charlotte, NC 28255
980-387-0060
www.bankofamerica.com
Bank of America is one of the world’s
largest financial institutions, serving
individual consumers, small- and middlemarket businesses and large corporations
with a full range of management products
and services.

Bank Solutions Group
235 Peachtreet Street NE
Suite 400
Atlanta, GA 30303
www.banksolutionsgroup.com
Bell Identification B.V.
Stationsplein 45 A6.002
Rotterdam, AK 0313
Netherlands
www.bellid.com
Benefit Resource, Inc.
245 Kenneth Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
www.benefitresource.com
BetterBuyDesign
1214 Querida Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
www.betterbuydesign.com
Blackboard Inc.
650 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
6th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20001
www.blackboard.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
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Booz Allen Hamilton
101 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
415-281-4927
www.boozallen.com
Booz Allen Hamilton is a leading provider
of management and technology consulting
services to the U.S. government in defense,
intelligence, and civil markets.

CA Technologies
3965 Freedom Circle
Santa Clara, CA 95054
www.ca.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
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CH2M HILL
CH2M HILL World Headquarters
9191 South Jamaica Street
Englewood, CO 80112
888-CH2M-HILL (888-242-6445)
www.ch2mhill.com/transit
CH2M HILL is an industry leader in
assisting transit and rail clients with the
design, procurement, and implementation
of electronic fare payment systems; asset
management systems and ITS.

Chase Card Services
201 North Walnut Street
Del-1063
Wilmington, DE 19801
www.chase.com

Capgemini USA Inc.
623 Fifth Avenue, 33rd Floor
New York, NY 10022
www.capgemini.com

Chicago Transit Authority
567 West Lake Street
Chicago, IL 60661
www.transitchicago.com

Capgemini’s Financial Services Global
Business Unit brings deep industry
experience, innovative service offerings
and next generation global delivery to
serve the financial services industry. With
a network of 24,000 professionals serving
over 900 clients worldwide, Capgemini
collaborates with leading banks, insurers
and capital market companies to deliver
business and IT solutions and thought
leadership which create tangible value.

Clear2Pay
4110 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 310
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
www.clear2pay.com

CertiPath Inc.
2300 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 150
Herndon, VA 20171
www.certipath.com

Computer Science Corp (CSC)
8616 Freeport Parkway
Irving, TX 75063
www.csc.com/cards
Consult Hyperion
535 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022
www.chyp.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

CorFire
12600 Deerfield Parkway, Suite 425
Alpharetta, GA 30004
www.corfire.com
Headquartered in Atlanta, CorFire offers
commercial mCommerce solutions across
multiple continents: Trusted Service
Manager (TSM) platform - CorTSM™, a
robust mobile wallet platform - CorPay™,
and CorMKT - a state-of-the-art suite of
mobile marketing services.

CPI Card Group
10368 West Centennial Road
Littleton, CO 80127
www.cpicardgroup.com
Cryptography Research, Inc.
425 Market Street, 11th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
www.cryptography.com/dpa
Cryptomathic Inc.
111 N. Marker Street
Suite 300
San Jose, CA 95113
www.cryptomathic.com
Cubic Transportation Systems
5650 Kearny Mesa Road
San Diego, CA 92111
www.cubic.com/cts
Czech Technical University in Prague
Zikova 4
Praha 6
166 36
Czech Republic
www.cvut.cz
Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART)
P.O. Box 660163
Dallas, TX 75266
www.dart.org
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Datacard Group
11111 Bren Road West
Minnetonka, MN 55343
www.datacard.com

Department of the Interior
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Room: 2P105B
Reston, VA 20192
www.doi.gov

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

DeviceFidelity, Inc.
3 Waters Park Drive
Suite 230
San Mateo, CA 94403
www.devicefidelity.com

Datawatch Systems, Inc.
4401 East West Highway, Suite 500
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-654-3282
www.datawatchsystems.com
Datawatch is a complete managed security
solutions provider for commercial office
buildings, securing and monitoring
assets and resources in more than 2,500
buildings domestically and globally.

Defense Manpower Data Center
4800 Mark Center Drive
Suite 04E25-01
Alexandria, VA 22350
www.dmdc.osd.mil
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Deloitte & Touche LLP
1919 N. Lynn Street
Arlington, VA 22209
212-492-4000
www.deloitte.com
Deloitte’s Federal Practice provides
management consulting and advisory
services including identity, credential,
and access management related services
tailored specifically for our Federal
Government clients.

Department of Homeland Security
1100 Hampton Park Blvd.
Mailstop 0123
Capitol Heights, MD 20743
www.dhs.gov

Diebold Security
5995 Mayfair Road
P.O. Box 3077
North Canton, OH 44720
www.dieboldsecurity.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL & SPONSOR

Discover Financial Services
2500 Lake Cook Road
Riverwoods, IL 60015
224-405-0900
www.discovernetwork.com
Discover Financial Services is a direct
banking and payment services company
with one of the most recognized brands in
U.S. financial services.

DVN Technology Ltd.
China Resources Bldg, Rms 1304-05
26 Harbour Road
Wanchai, Hong Kong
1304-05
China
www.dvnholdings.com
EFT Source, Inc.
556 Metroplex Drive
Nashville, TN 37211
www.eftsource.com
Eid Passport
5800 NW Pinefarm Place
MS 315-B
Hillsboro, OR 97124
www.eidpassport.com
ENTRUST
5400 LBJ Freeway, Suite 1340
Dallas, TX 75240
www.entrust.com
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Equinox Payments
8901 E Raintree Drive, Suite 400
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
www.equinoxpayments.com
Euro Tech Sales LLC
150 Dorset Street
PMB 205
South Burlington, VT 05403
www.eurotechsales.com
Exponent, Inc.
149 Commonwealth Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
www.exponent.com
FEITIAN Technologies Co., Ltd.
F/17 Tower B Huizhi Mansion
No. 9 Xueqing Road
Haidian, Beijing
100085
China
www.ftsafe.com
SPONSOR

FIME America
1080 côte du Beaver Hall, suite 1400
H2Z 1S8 Montréal
Québec – Canada
www.fime.com
FIME is a trusted provider of consulting
services, certification and tools. It enables
customers to bring seamless card and
mobile transactions services to market
using secure chip or cloud-based solutions.
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First Data
5565 Glenridge Connector NE
Suite 2000
Atlanta, GA 30342
404-890-2000
www.firstdata.com
Around the world, every second of every
day, First Data simplifies the connections
that make commerce possible for
merchants, financial institutions and their
customers.
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FIS
601 Riverside Avenue
Jacksonville, FL 32204
800-822-6758
www.fisglobal.com
FIS is the world’s largest provider of
financial institution core processing,
card issuance, network, and transaction
payment processing services to financial
institutions, merchants and businesses
worldwide.
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Global Enterprise Technologies Corp.
230 Third Avenue, 6th Floor
Waltham, MA 02451
www.getgroup.com

Gemalto
9442 Capital of Texas Highway North
Aboreteum Plaza II, Suite 400
Austin, TX 78759
888-343-5773
www.gemalto.com

Heartland Payment Systems
90 Nassau Street
Princeton, NJ 08542
www.heartlandpaymentsystems.com

Fiserv
1880 Park View Drive
Shoreview, MN 55126
www. fiserv.com

Gemalto is the world leader in digital
security: protecting, verifying and
managing digital identities and
interactions. We enable our clients
to offer personal mobile services,
payment security, authenticated Cloud
access, identity and privacy protection,
eGovernment documents, machine-tomachine applications and many other
services.

Galitt US
951 Mariners Island Blvd., Suite 300
San Mateo, CA 94404
650-200-7659
www.galitt.us

General Services Administration
1800 F Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20405
www.gsa.gov

SPONSOR

Gallagher North America
5005 NW 41st
Riverside, MO 64150
855-846-1395
sales.usa@security.gallagher.co
http://security.gallagher.co/
Gallagher are global technology experts in
the production of integrated access control
and perimeter protection, encompassing
both hardware and software systems, and
professional services.

Georgetown University - UIS - Facilities &
Safety Control Systems
3300 Whitehaven Street, NW
Suite 2000
Washington, D.C. 20007
www.georgetown.edu

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL & SPONSOR

Giesecke & Devrient
45925 Horseshoe Drive
Dulles, VA 20166
703-480-2000
info-us@gi-de.com
www.gi-de.com
Focused on securing mobile life, G&D is
a world leader in pioneering technologies
that secure how people pay, communicate,
and authenticate.
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HP Enterprise Services, LLC
1600 North Beauregard Street
Alexandria, VA 22311
703-742-2000
hp.com/gov/transformation
With the broadest technology portfolio,
HP creates new possibilities for technology
to have a meaningful impact on people,
businesses, governments and society.

HID Global
15370 Barranca Parkway
Irvine, CA 92618
www.hidglobal.com
Hillsborough Transit Authority
1201 E. 7th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
www.gohart.org
iAll-Tech
1900 JFK Blvd #1207
Philadelphia, PA 19103
www.iall-tech.com
ICMA
P.O. Box 727
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
www.icma.com
Identification Technology Partners, Inc.
12208 Pueblo Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
www.idtp.com
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Identiv
39300 Civic Center Dr., Suite 140
Fremont, CA 94538
888-809-8880
www.identiv.com
Identiv is a global security technology
company that establishes trust in the
connected world, including premises,
information, and everyday items.

IDmachines LLC
1264 Beacon Street, Suite 5
Brookline, MA 02446
www.idmachines.com
ImageWare Systems, Inc.
10815 Rancho Bernardo Road, Suite 310
San Diego, CA 92127
www.iwsinc.com
InComm
250 Williams Street, Suite M-100
Atlanta, GA 30303
www.incomm.com
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Intel
5200 NE Elam Young Parkway
Hillsboro, OR 97124
www.intel.com

Ingenico, North America
3025 Windward Plaza, Suite 600
Alpharetta, GA 30005
678-456-1211
www.ingenico.us

Intelligent Parking Concepts LLC
3114 Greenway Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21042
www.intelligentparkingsystems.com

Ingenico Group is the global leader in
seamless payment, providing smart,
trusted and secure solutions to empower
commerce across all channels, in-store,
online and mobile.

Init Innovations in Transportation
1420 Kristina Way, Suite 101
Chesapeake, VA 23320
www.initusa.com
Initiative for Open Authentication
398 S. San Vicente Ln.
Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
www.openauthentication.org

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

Infineon Technologies
640 North McCarthy Boulevard
Milpitas, CA 95035
866-951-9519
www.infineon.com
Infineon provides security components for
passports, identity cards and contactless
payment cards. It is the leading supplier
of chips for credit cards, access cards and
trusted computing solutions worldwide.

INSIDE Secure
555 Twin Dolphin Dr., Suite 620
Redwood City, CA 94062
650- 517-1070
www.insidesecure.com
INSIDE Secure (NYSE Euronext Paris
FR0010291245 – INSD.PA) is a leading
designer, developer and supplier of
semiconductors, embedded software and
platforms for secure transactions and
digital security, targeting mobile payment,
identification documents, access control,
transit, electronic device manufacturing,
pay television markets and mobile service
operators.

Integrated Security Technologies, Inc.
520 Herndon Parkway, Suite C
Herndon, VA 20170
www.istonline.com
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Interac Association/Acxsys Corporation
Royal Bank Plaza, North Tower
200 Bay Street, Suite 2400, P.O. Box 45
Toronto, ONM5J 2J1
Canada
www.interac.ca
Intercede Limited
Lutterworth Hall
St. Mary’s Road
Lutterworth, Leicestershire LE17 4PS
United Kingdom
www.intercede.com
Invoke Technologies
13366 Caminito Mar Villa, Suite 100
Del Mar, CA 92014
www.invoketechnologies.com
IPS Group, Inc.
5601 Oberlin Drive
San Diego, 92121
www.ipsgroupinc.com
IQ Devices
Number 32
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.iqdevices.com
ITN International
7972 C Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
www.itnint.com
Jack Henry Processing Solutions
5525 South 900 East
Suite 325
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
www.weknowpayments.com
JCB International Credit Card Co., Ltd.
424 Ridgewaye Drive
Grand Junction, CO 81507
www.jcbusa.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
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KONA I, Inc.
3003 North First Street, Suite 330
San Jose, CA 95134
408-519-5799
www.konai.com

LifeMed ID, Inc.
6349 Auburn Boulevard
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
800-564-7627
www.smartassociation.com

KONA I Corporation is the most advanced
and customized USIM card provider in
the world and a global leading provider of
EMV/banking cards.

LifeMed ID, Inc. is the nation’s leading
supplier of smart card solutions for the
domestic hospital market (6,500 hospitals
nationwide).
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Leidos, Inc.
11951 Freedom Drive
Reston, VA 20190
571-526-6000
www.leidos.com
Leidos is a FORTUNE 500® company
that solves problems in national security,
energy and the environment, critical
infrastructure, and health. For more
information, visit leidos.com.

Lenel Systems International
1212 Pittsford-Victor Road
Pittsford, NY 14534
www.lenel.com
LGAI Technological Center S.A. (Applus+
Laboratories)
Campus UAB
Ctra. Acceso a La Facltad De Medicina
Bellaterra
E-08193
Spain
www.appluslaboratories.com

LTK Engineering Services
100 West Butler Avenue
Ambler, PA 19002
www.ltk.com
Magnetic Ticket & Label Corp
2911 Kraft Drive
Nashville, TN 37204
www.mtlcard.com
Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority
10 Park Plaza, Rm 4730
Boston, MA 02116
www.mbta.com
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MasterCard Worldwide
2000 Purchase Street
Purchase, NY 10577
914-249-2000
www.mastercard.com
MasterCard is a global payments and
technology company, operating the world’s
fastest payments processing network and
making everyday activities more secure
and efficient for everyone.

Metropolitan Transportation Commission
101 8th Street
Oakland, CA 94607
www.mtc.ca.gov

SPONSOR

Morpho (Safran)
20 Valley Stream Parkway - Suite 305
19355, Malvern, PA, USA
morpho.businesssolutions.noram@
morpho.com
610-993-9810
www.morpho.com
Morpho (Safran), the world leader in
biometric identity solutions, delivers
smart cards, secure elements, lifecycle
management solutions and strong
authentication software platforms.

MorphoTrust USA
296 Concord Road, 3rd Floor
Billerica, MA 01821
www.morphotrust.com
MTA New York City Transit
2 Broadway, Room D27.83
New York, NY 10004
www.mta.info/nyct
Multos International PTE LTD
Level 14, The Zenith
Tower B, 821 Pacific Hwy
Chatswood NSW2067
Australia
www.multosinternational.com
NACHA - The Electronic Payments
Association
336 Stoneywick Way
Mableton, GA 30126
www.nacha.org
Nagra ID Security
8615 Washington Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90232
www.nidsecurity.com
NASA
Mail Code IS60
Huntsville, AL 35812
www.nasa.gov
National Institute of Standards and
Technology
100 Bureau Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
www.nist.gov
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NBS Technologies
703 Evans Avenue, Suite 400
Toronto, ON M9C 5E9
Canada
www.nbstech.com
NXP Semiconductors
411 E Plumeria Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
www.nxp.com
Oahu Transit Services, Inc.
811 Middle Street
Honolulu, HI 96819
www.thebus.org

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL & SPONSOR

Oberthur Technologies
4250 Pleasant Valley Road
Chantilly, VA 20151
404-680-9640
www.oberthur.com
Oberthur Technologies (OT) is a world
leader in digital security solutions for the
mobility space through solutions for Smart
Transactions, Mobile Financial Services,
Machine-to-Machine, Digital Identity and
Transport & Access Control.

OTI America
111 Wood Avenue South
Iselin, NJ 08830
www.otiamerica.com
Paragon Application Systems
326 Raleigh Street
Holly Springs, NC 27540
www.paragonedge.com
Port Authority of NY/NJ
225 Park Avenue South, 18th Floor
New York, NY 10003
www.panynj.gov
Port Authority Transit Corporation
P.O. Box 4262
Lindenwold, NJ 08021
www.ridepatco.org
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PPG Industries, Inc.
440 College Park Drive
Monroeville Park, PA 15146
www.teslin.com

SafeNet, Inc.
4690 Millennium Drive
Belcamp, MD 21017
www.safenet-inc.com

Primax
516 Edgewater Drive
Wakefield, MA 01880
www.primaxpayments.com

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
District (BART)
300 Lakeside Drive
Oakland, CA 94612
www.bart.gov

Prime Factors, Inc.
1400 Executive Parkway
Suite 100
Eugene, OR 97401
www.primefactors.com

Probaris, Inc.
718 Arch Street, Suite 200S
Philadelphia, PA 19106
www.probaris.com
Q-Card Company
301 Reagan Street
Sunbury, PA 17801
www.q-card.com
Quantum Secure Inc.
100 Century Blvd, Suite 501
San Jose, CA 95112
www.quantumsecure.com
Raak Technologies
602 East 42nd Street
Austin, TX 78751
www.raaktechnologies.com
Ready Credit Corporation
P.O. Box 46730
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
www.myreadycard.com
Regional Transportation Authority
175 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 1550
Chicago, IL 60604
www.rtachicago.org
Regions Bank
1900 5th Avenue North
Birmingham, AL 35203
www.regions.com
Roehr Consulting
11317 South Shore Road
Reston, VA 20190
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SAIC - Science Applications
International Corporation
12901 Science Drive
Orlando, FL 32026
(407) 243-3774
www.saic.com
Science Applications International
Corporation (SAIC) is a leading
technology integrator that provides full
lifecycle services and solutions in the
technical, engineering, and enterprise IT
markets.

Scheidt & Bachmann USA
31 North Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
www.scheidt-bachmann.com
Secure Missions Solutions, Inc.
5707 Helmsdale Lane
Alexandria, VA 22315
www.securemissionsolutions.com
SecureKey Technologies
36 York Mills Road, Suite 500
Toronto, ON M2P 2E9
Canada
www.securekey.com

SPONSOR

ServiRed, Sociedad Española de Medios
de Pago, S.A.
C/ Gustavo Fernández Balbuena, 15
Madrid 28002 Spain
www.servired.es
ServiRed is the leading payment scheme in
Spain and a strong international provider
of EMV technology in service of the
financial industry. For more information:
dn@servired.es.

SHAZAM
6700 Pioneer Pkwy
Johnston, IA 50131
www.shazam.net
Smartrac N.V.
6 Greenlead Walk
Amsterdam Building 2-8
279227
Singapore
www.smartrac-group.com
Société De Transport De Montréal
800 De La Gauchetière West
Montréal, QC
H5A 1J6
Canada
www.stm.info
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Softcard
230 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017
www.gosoftcard.com
The joint venture is among AT&T Mobility
LLC, T-Mobile USA, Inc. and Verizon
Wireless. The venture is chartered with
building Softcard, a national mobile
commerce venture that will fundamentally
transform how people shop, pay and save.
Softcard™ is available to all merchants,
banks, payment networks and mobile
carriers.

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA)
1234 Market Street, 13th floor
Philadelphia, PA 19107
www.SEPTA.org

SPONSOR

SPX Genfare
800 Arthur Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
847-593-8855
www.spxgenfare.com
SPX Genfare is a leader in providing
intelligent fare solutions customized for
transit agencies of all sizes throughout
North America. For more information,
visit www.spxgenfare.com.

Stanley Black & Decker
55 Shuman Blvd.
Naperville, IL 60563
www.sbdgov.com
STMicroelectronics
30 Corporate Drive, Suite 300
Burlington, MA 01803
www.st.com
Thales
900 South Pine Island Road, Suite 710
Plantation, FL 33324
www.thales-esecurity.com
The Utah Transit Authority
669 West 200 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
www.rideuta.com
Tiempo
18460 Ray Ridge Dr.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Translink
400-287 Nelson’s Court
New Westminster, BC V3L OE7
Canada

TS1 Solutions, Inc.
8300 Boone Blvd.
Suite 508
Vienna, VA 22182
www.ts1.com
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TSYS
One TSYS Way
Columbus, GA 31901
706-649-2310
www.tsys.com
TSYS delivers advanced technology and
enhanced value to many of the world’s
leading companies, making it possible
for consumers to use credit, debit,
commercial, private-label, prepaid and
chip cards safely and securely.

Tyco Software House
6 Technology Park Drive
Westford, MA 01886
www.tyco.com
Tyfone
5520 SW Macadam, Suite 250
Portland, OR 97239
www.tyfone.com
U.S. Department of State
DS/ST/FSE
SA-18 Room #242
Washington, D.C. 20522
www.state.gov
U.S. Department of Transportation/Volpe
Center
55 Broadway
REVT-50
Cambridge, MA 02142
www.volpe.dot.gov
U.S. Government Printing Office
732 North Capitol St NW
Mail Stop: SID
Washington, DC 20401
www.gpo.gov
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Ultra Electronics Card Systems
6724 185th Avenue NE, Suite A
Redmond, WA 98052
www.ultramagicard.com
Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
8400 Normandale Lake Blvd.
Suite 920
Bloomington, MN 55437
www.ul-ts.com

VeriFone, Inc.
11700 Great Oaks Way
Suite 210
Alpharetta, GA 30022
www.verifone.com

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
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Xerox
2410 Milestone Center Drive
Germantown, MD 20876
301-820-4668
www.xerox.com

United Services Automobile Association
9800 Fredericksburg Road
San Antonio, TX 78288
www.usaa.com

Visa, Inc.
P.O. Box 8999
San Francisco, CA 94128 - 8999
650-432-3200
www.visa.com

Xerox offers business process outsourcing
and IT outsourcing services, including
data processing, healthcare solutions, HR
benefits management, finance support,
transportation solutions, and customer
relationship management services.

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL

Visa is a global payments technology
company that connects consumers,
businesses, financial institutions and
governments around the world to fast,
secure and reliable digital currency.
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Valid USA
1011 Warrenville Road - Suite 450
Lisle, IL 60532
630-852-8200
www.validusa.com
Valid USA provides secure solutions
for data, payment, identity, mobile, and
targeted brand messaging.
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Vantiv
8500 Governors Hill Drive
Symmes Township, OH 45249
866-622-2880
www.vantiv.com
Vantiv is a leading provider of payment
processing strategies for merchants
and financial institutions, including
integrated card issuer processing, payment
network processing, and industry-specific
solutions.
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Vix Technology
710 Second Avenue, Suite 950
Seattle, WA 98104
www.vixtechnology.com
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority (WMATA)
600 Fifth Street
Washington, D.C. 20001
www.wmata.com
Watchdata Technologies Pte Ltd
8 Admiralty Street #02-08
The Admirax
Singapore 757438
www.watchdata.com
Wells Fargo
MAC D2634-010
W WT Harris Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28262
www.wellsfargo.com
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XTec Incorporated
11180 Sunrise Valley Drive
Suite 310
Reston, Virginia 20191
703-547-3524
www.xtec.com
XTec offers enterprise solutions
for identity, credential and access
management programs on a wide scale
for over 95 federal agencies plus financial
institutions, state and local governments as
well as healthcare providers.
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TAKING EMERGING COMMERCE IN AN ENTIRELY NEW DIRECTION.

At Discover®, we’ve always
believed there’s another way.
Doing things the same as others is not
in our DNA. That’s why we approach our
business with a daily drive to question, to listen,
to engage. To bring fresh ideas that inspire new
opportunities for emerging commerce. To help lead,
stand out and succeed in an increasingly challenging industry.
Together, we’ll find a better way. That’s Different. That’s Discover.

Welcome to Different.
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Smart Card Alliance
191 Clarksville Road
Princeton Junction, New Jersey 08550
USA
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